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I.
[. Foreword: Historical Development of Hydraulic Researches and
Some Noteworthy Hydraulic Laboratories in America+:·
America*
By John R. Freeman, Providence, R. I.
N THIS introductory chapter, which Dr. laboratory under his charge, and describe
TN
i Conrad Matschoss, Secretary of the · also
also some of his principal researches,
German
German Society of Engineers, has kindly showing
showing his successes in the use of these
asked
asked me to write, it may be well first of models
nodels;; and in which also sho~ld
should be set
all
all to explain how I happened to be ad- forth
‘orth some of the abundant proofs (accumitted to this distinguished company of mulated
nulated by comparisons between model
authors.
authors.
tests
ests and the full-size structure or channel
It
[t was more than fifty years ago that I1 orvr waterfall in nature) which show that
served
served an apprenticeship in a hydraulic the
he flowing stream behaves·
behaves very much in
laboratory, and I have since that time kept nature as in its small laboratory counterlature
tolerably
tolerably familiar with what has been part
art when this is wisely proportioned and
going
going on in that line and in hydraulic con- skilfully managed. I urged that through
skilfully
structions.
structions.
joining
oining in the discussion of these matters
My personal connection with the presof
high scientific interest and of great
ent
e- f
ant publication followed closely upon rrepractical
ractical utility, friendly international
cent
ent visits to England, France, Germany, relations between engineers and teachers
and Czechoslovakia, in the course of which -elations
f engineering would be quickened and
I[ inspected several river-structure and of
strengthened
trengthened the world around.
water-turbine
water-turbine laboratories, notably those
It has given me great pleasure to note
of the great engineering colleges at Charthe
response,
lottenburg,
iottenburg, Dresden, Karlsruhe, Brunn,
Briinn, he broad and friendly spirit of ‘response,
and
that
my
German
friends
immediately
ind
and
and Grenoble, and the naval research tank
nvited to join with them eminent profesat
at Berlin. I was amazed at the great de- invited
sors
iors of hydraulic engineering in the great
velopment
velopment made since I inspected certain
technical
echnical universities of other countries of
of
of these laboratories ten years before, parEurope,
furope, including those at Vienna, Brunn,
Briinn,
ticularly
ticularly in the extent and success with
Stockholm,
Stockholm, and Leningrad.
which
which they are using long tanks, from one
It is my strong belief that the heartito
40 to 80 in.), with
to two meters wide ((40
ess of this response and the value of the
plate-glass sides and models on a scale of ness
anywhere
10 to 1/
100 of the full- information
nformation thus brought together will
anywhere from 1/
1/10
1/100
size structure, river or harbor. I became greatly
rreatly stimulate hydraulic research in
so
so greatly impressed with the great prac- America,
America, England, Italy, and France, and
tical value of the results that were being even
:ven extend to the engineering schools of
that
I
urged
upon
Dr.
Matschoss
obtained,
far-off
‘ar-off China and Japan; and that the
obtained,
that
the
skilled
hydraulicians
in
charge
science
icience and arts of "“ Controlling these
that
of these laboratories, Professors Engels, great
yreat forces in nature for the benefit and
Thierry,
Krey,
Rehbock,
and
Smrcek,
de
convenience
" in many countries
man”
de Thierry, Krey, Rehbock, and Smrcek, onvenience of man
be
advanced
through
the contribube invited to join in a series of mono- will
will
graphs in which each should describe the tions
found
in
the
following
chapters.
sions

I
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** Written May 23, 1925; revised March, 1928.
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On Hydrauli
ry Research
es in General
Hydraulicc Laborato
Laboratory
Researches
A hydraulic laboratory is a place fitted
for
ns concerning the physical
for investigatio
investigations
laws that control the motion of water.
The
The following collection of monograph
monographss
in
s, among
in which
which aa number
number of laboratorie
laboratories,
the
foremost of their kind in the world,
“he foremost
are
are described
described by their designers, with a
brief
brief summary of some of the chief researches
searches recently made in each, will make
plain
plain what
what such a place is like, its purpose,
and
its usefulness.
nose,
We
We find three general types of hydraulic
laboratorie
s:
aboratories:
1I Those designed primarily for purposes of instruction
struction at engineering colleges.
22 Those designed primarily for research; some
established
sstablished by national government, others by
builders
suilders of
of hydraulic
hydraulic machinery.
33 Those
Those in which both purposes are combined.

Hydraulic
Hydraulic laboratorie
laboratoriess may also be classified
sified as follows
follows::
aa The
The ordinary hydraulic l,aboratory.
laboratory, commonly
monly a temporary installation of apparatus, designed
signed for giving, once for all, for use in the routine
line work of the engineers, accurate constants to be
applied
applied in
in formulas
formulas for computing the discharge
of
of water from orifices, nozzles, and weirs of various
ous shapes
shapes under
under various heads, or for estimating
the
‘he discharge
discharge of pipes, conduits, and open canals
under
under aa given
given hydraulic gradient, or for giving the
height
height and range of jets under given heads.
The
The general laws or formulas governing the motion
tion of water for each of the above problems are
tolerably
tolerably well known, but with the progress of the
arts,
arts, more
more precise
precise coefficients or constants are
required.
~equired.
b The "Flussbau,"
“Flussbau,” or river-structur
river-structuree labora,laboratory,
tory, designed
designed as a permanent structure with facilities
ties for various set-ups of apparatus, for establishing
ing hydraulic
hydraulic laws
laws applicable
applicable to special problems
within
the field
particularly
within the
field of the civil engineer, particularly
those
those which deal with the improvement of rivers
and
(involving erosion, transportatio
n, and
and harbors
harbors (involving
transportation,
and
deposit
deposit of sediments), the building of dams and
the
the out-of-doors
out-of-doors accessories of water-power development,
opment, and the storage and distribution of water
for
municipal supply.
for municipal
supply. This type is proving useful
in
in the preparation of designs such that obstruction
obstruction
of
of sluiceways
sluiceways by
by ice or logs will be minimized, that
floods
foods will
will be
be most readily discharged, and that
stability
\\ill be increased.
stability of river structures will
c¢ The
The water-turbine laboratory, especially designed
signed for
for helping
helping the mechanical engineer in the
development
development and perfecting of various types of
turbine
turbine water
water wheels
wheels and centrifugal pumps, and
adjusting
adjusting a design to give the best practicable effi-

cicncy
siency for a particular head and speed of revolution,
ion, and
and for various percentages of full discharge.
dd The naval tank or laboratory, designed for
providing
broviding the
the naval
naval architect with means for studying
ug the
the resistance
resistance to the propulsion of ships or canal
boats
roats of
of various
various forms at various speeds by experimenting
nenting upon
upon aa small model of the ship, and for
improving
mproving the
the design of screw propellers by means
of
if tests on small models.

The hydraulic laboratorie
laboratoriess to be described
scribed in the following pages are chiefly
river-struc
ture laboratorie
river-structure
laboratoriess of the research
designed both for purposes of
search type,
type, designed
instruction
nstruction and to help in solving the problems
civil engineer who deals with
ems of
of the
the civil
rivers,
canals,
harbors, and dams, and are
vers,
mostly
the
product
of the last ten years.
nostly
AA description of one of the foremost
water-turb
ine laboratorie
vater-turbine
laboratoriess of the world -—
that
at
Munich-h
as been included. It
hat
Munich—has
should
be understood that there are
should be
are several
other water-turb
ine research laboraral other
water-turbine
tories
in Europe,
ly
‘ories in
Europe, also under exceptional
exceptionally
able
thle scientific control.
Regarding
Regarding important
important types of hyraulic
laboratorie
s
not
included among those to
aboratories
be
described
in
the
ie described in the following pages, it is
hoped
that means may be found for puboped that
lishing
ishing descriptive
descriptive reports upon plants and
researches
‘esearches at
at other noteworthy waterturbine
urbine laboratorie
laboratoriess in Germany, Switzerland,
and, Sweden,
Sweden, Norway, and America; also
of
f plants and of researches in some of the
chief
-hief naval
naval tanks of the world, such as that
of
the
magnificen
yf
magnificentt ship-model research
laboratory
aboratory at Hamburg, that of the British
National
s, that of the
National Physical Laboratorie
Laboratories,
U.
J. S.
S. Navy Departmen
Departmentt at Washington
Washington,,
and
ind that of the University of Michigan;
also
so a description of plants and researches
at
it several
several of the hydraulic laboratorie
laboratoriess at
American
colleges,
designed
particularly
American colleges,
for
the
purpose
of
instruction
in the
or the
fundament
als of hydraulics. Such a book
‘undamentals
might
night be very helpful to progress.
I have seen on the lecture table in German
pieces of appanan class-rooms
class-rooms,, several
several pieces
ratus
al hyratus for
for illustrating fundament
fundamental
draulic
Iraulic phenomena
phenomena,, which I believe have
as
1s yet
yet no
no equivalent in American engineering
neering colleges. Motion pictures
victures also

EVOLUTION OF THE LABORATORY IDEA
have been prepared of the more elaborate
laboratory
laboratory set-ups on special problems;
for
for example, that prepared in the laboratory
tory of Professor Smrcek at Briinn, for
illustrating the method of failure of a
rock-fill
rock-fill dam, duplicates of which could
be
oe exchanged with other engineering colleges
leges with great advantage.
Although much has been learned about
the
the general laws of water flowing through
orifices, pipes, canals, weirs, and jets, as
used
1sed in the constructive arts, there is still
vast
vast opportunity for valuable research,
both
both in increasing the precision of present
data over a wider range of dimensions,
and
and in new fields of research which will
lead
lead to economy in engineering design and
be
be helpful to water transportation and
flood
100d relief and of benefit to mankind in
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many
many ways. The papers which follow deal
largely
argely with an epoch-making development
nent in the river-structure and waterturbine
urbine laboratories by the use of small
models
nodels for representing large structures
and
wd natural water courses, under the principles
:iples of dimensional analysis and hydraulic
began
ic similitude;
similitude; which
which development
development began
with
vith the researches of Osborne Reynolds
about
bout forty years ago. These methods have
been
een developed in recent years in German
laboratories,
aboratories, also in certain laboratories in
Sweden,
Sweden, Austria, and Czechoslovakia, to
an
in extent that is not yet appreciated in
America
America or in England. Such laboratory
ory methods with models offer great
promise
romise in regard to many important
problems
yroblems which urgently await solution in
America.
America.

r,

Evolution of the Laboratory Idea
As one delves into the history of the cial
ial photographic cameras, small-scale
development
development of hydraulics as a science, it models
nodels of channels and structures, spouts,
becomes
secomes plain that those who observed meters,
meters, manometers,
manometers, and
and glass
glass tubes.
tubes.
natural
The most powerful instrument for renatural rivers, far apart and not subject
to
to experimental control, mostly failed to search
earch in the latest and best laboratories
discover
discover the laws that controlled their for
‘or studying river structures and water
movements
movements of water and sediments, and turbines
urbines has come to be the small-scale
that
that those who treated hydraulics as a model,
nodel, used with an understanding of the
branch
branch of mathematical research instead mathematical
nathematical principles of hydraulic siof as a branch
branch of experimental physics,
physics, militude.
nilitude. By these methods of hydraulic
mostly got lost in their a priori theorizing. similitude
imilitude many great problems of highIt
[t becomes plain that those who used the est
st importance and involving quantities
laboratory
most of the use- and
laboratory method made most
wd forces on a grand
grand scale can be taken
ful
ful discoveries.
from
the
great
out-of-doors
into the labo‘rom
Although the name "‘hydraulic
hydraulic labora- ratory
and
solved
by
means
of experi‘atory
tory
tory "” is modern, the underlying idea is ments
nents upon a model having linear dimenold. Apparatus and methods answering to sions
ions only one-tenth or one one-hundredth
this
“his name doubtless were used by da Vinci, part
sart of those in the original channel or
by
oy Galileo, perhaps by Archimedes. In its structure.
tructure.
earliest
earliest forms the laboratory was exHowever, when one takes large probtremely
‘remely simple, a tank with an orifice and lems
ams from the flowing river, or tide-swept
aa measuring basin; or a small water harbor,
arbor, into the laboratory, it is of the
course,
course, like that used by Fargue in France, highest
ughest importance that comparison bewithin which the motion of small streams tween
within
ween the original and the model be mainof
of water could be studied, and the laws of tained
ained step by step, and that traps be set
motion
motion for rivers inferred. Within recent in
n which to catch and measure every conyears,
years, the name has come to suggest a
ceivable
zeivable source of error; because some of
special
special building, filled with many kinds the
‘he relations of cause and effect in rivers
of
of apparatus, pumps, measuring tanks, -— in shift of current and in behavior with
weirs,
weirs. channels with plate-glass sides,
sides. spe- sediment
- are extremely delicate and
sediment—are

I
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elusive.
slusive. Although the forces which control
‘rol the movement of particles of sediment
may
may be as delicate and variable as those
which
which control the dance of the individual
motes
motes of
of a sunbeam, all are subject to definite
laws;
and while the paths of indinite
indi
vidual
vidual particles
particles may
may be beyond our grasp,
grasp,
the
the general
general mass-effect is commonly found
subject
subject to analysis and control. The laboratory
oratory can
can tell us how to predict and how
to
to control these mass effects.
II have
been told by one of the foremost
have been
of
al physicists
of present-day mathematic
mathematical
that
ics is among the most
that hydrodynam
hydrodynamics
abstruse
abstruse and difficult branches of applied
mathematic
mathematicss that can be imagined. Nevertheless,
theless, many researches, the results of
which
which have been of great benefit to the
hydraulic
hydraulic engineer in his designing, have
been made in hydraulic laboratorie
laboratoriess of
simple
simple character, by men of but modest

mathematic
al attainment
nathematical
attainment,, who had inborn
mechanical
mechanical sense, patience, and love for
the
he Baconian
Baconian method of seeking the truth
through
t; and there is still a
‘hrough experimen
experiment;
vast
vast field
field in which that type of student can
work
work with
with the certainty of making discoveries
aries that will benefit mankind.
Although
Although the mathematic
mathematicss mostly used
in
hydraulic
laboratorie
n hydraulic laboratoriess is of a simple
order,
example, as is used in the
yrder, such,
such, for
for example,
reduction
reduction of observation
observationss to a common
denominato
r for more precise comparilenominator
sons;
or
such
sons; or such as
as used
used in so laying out
graphs
that
by
means
of experiment and
yraphs
by
variation
of
conditions
they will give
Oy variation of
empirical
formulas,
with
coefficients
accusmpirical
rate
rate enough for practical use in engineering;
ng; nevertheles
neverthelesss there
there are many other
opportuniti
es
for
the
use of mathematic
ypportunities
mathematical
al
skill
in
modern
hydraulic
research, as, for
skill in modern
example,
axample, in laying out the lines for dimensional
sional analysis.

Studies
Hydrauli cs with and without Laborato
ry Models
Studies of
of River
River Hydraulics
Laboratory
Some
Some years
years ago,
ago, after calling to my aid
aa particularl
y well-qualifi
ed assistant who
particularly
well-qualified
spent
spent many months in making careful
compilation
rompilationss of all that could be found in
print upon river hydraulics in substantially
tially all of the great libraries of the Eastern
arn United States, and after myself plodding
ding through
through more
more than a thousand pages
of
of abstracts,
abstracts, I was forced regretfully to
conclude
onclude that the science and art of river
hydraulics
aydraulics are still in much the same
status
status as those of chemistry prior to the
use
of the
the balance,
1se of
balance, when fire was explained
by
phlogiston ; or in the status of electric
oy phlogiston;
science
to establishin
science prior to
establishingg the centimeter-gram
-second
meter-gram-second standards for precise
measureme
nt; or in the old days when all
measurement;
description
s
lescriptions of natural phenomena were
loosely
oosely qualitative and not precisely quantitative.
titative. From
From those compilation
compilationss it appeared
that
the
rules
peared that the rules and reasons presented
in books and papers about many
sented in
important lines of engineering work in
rivers
rivers and harbors still present chiefly
records of opinion, not records of carefully measured facts. In the course of this
search
records, diametrical
ly
search through the records.
diametrically

opposite
Ypposite opinions
opinions on many important
questions
Juestions were found, those on each side
strongly
strongly set forth by an equally eminent
authority.
withority.
Observatio
n on natural rivers has
Observation
proved
a
slow
and almost hopeless road
roved
for
one
who
desires to discover the laws
‘or
through
hrough which rivers can be controlled
and
ind regulated, or by which they can be
made
nade to dig their own channels where man
wants
them; or to one who desires to learn
vants them;
how
10W to cause rivers to sustain their burden
of
if silt and sediment and carry it to the sea.
There
“here has
has been a painful lack of precision
precision
of
measureme
nt throughout nearly all the
if measurement
vast
s, and a
‘ast mass
mass of
of recorded
recorded observation
observations,
general
failure
yeneral failure in the attempts to apply
rigorous
"igorous mathematic
mathematicss and devise precise
formulas,
‘ormulas, largely
largely because
because of lack of precise
ise data from precise observation
observation..
Often, it has been said by engineers and
others
thers that"
that “ Nature
Nature prefers a gently curving
course
for
rivers," and therefore man
ng
rivers,”
should
curve
should curve his channels for navigation,
or
or for
for flood
flood relief, or for leading a volume
of water
water to a power drop. This is more the

STUDIES OF RIVER HYDRAULICS
expression
expression of a poetic dream than a careful
ful statement of facts.
It is a wise provision of nature that has
caused
caused rivers to seek meandering courses
because,
because, thereby, fertile plains are slowly
built
built up from the sedimentary material
brought down from the erosion of the
mountains. Man commonly desires channels
nels of a different order, straighter and
deeper,
deeper, and better adapted for navigation.
Sometimes in engineering practice there
are good reasons for curving the
the course
course of
a channel, as for causing the swifter current
rent near the concave shore to maintain
aa well-defined channel for navigation, or
for
for concentration of deposits at "* crossovers
between reversed curves; but comovers "
&gt;’ between
monly
the
monly the strongly
strongly curving
curving channel
channel may
may
be
be far from the best for purposes of navigation
gation or flood control.
Sometimes there is need of quicker discharge
charge of floods, and sometimes need for
detention.
detention. Often it is important to control
the
the movement or deposition of sediments
ranging
ranging from boulders and coarse gravels
brought
brought down by Alpine torrents to the
finest sands or to colloidal silt. We can
finest
best
best find out how to change and regulate
n'
a tural water courses, and can most
natural
quickly learn how to call the great forces
of nature to our aid, by means of the laboratory
ratory model, checking up, step by step,
and
and comparing the action in the model
with
with observations on the river or harbor.
One must be extremely cautious about
generalizing from the scant data and the
uncertain
uncertain parallels of observations upon
natural
natural rivers, in which many distinct
causes combine to control flow, erosion,
and
and sedimentation. A confusion of causes
prevents
prevents accurate deduction. On the contrary,
‘rary, in the laboratory these diverse
causes,
causes, such as burden, or kind, or coarseness
bed, curvaness of sediment, roughness of bed,
ture,
velocity,
turbulence,
salinity,
temture,
perature,
etc.,
can
be
singled
out,
conperature,
trolled,
and
varied
one
at
a
time.
trolled,
I have long been strongly of the opinion
that by means of a patient study of this
kind,
kind, with field observation and laboratory
experiment
experiment continually supplementing one
another,
learn to deal more boldly
boldly
another, we can learn

5

and more successfully than heretofore
with
with many of these problems of changing
the
the course of large rivers, and sometimes
can
~an straighten them with great advantage,
and
ind that the forces of nature can be invoked
7oked to
to perform
perform aa large
large part
part of
of this
this work.
work.
I believe that even the problem of
straightening
straightening the Mississippi may be
solved
solved by long-continued experimentation
in
in laboratory and river, showing how its
great
rreat bends, like those near Greenville,
may
may be changed to far shorter, gentler
curves,
surves, thereby giving a greater declivity
and
ind greater scouring force to the current,
which
which then will dig deeper its river bed,
so
50 as to carry great floods within banks
with
- perhaps ultimately
vith lower
lower levees
levees—perhapsultimately
with
no
levees
at
all
in certain long reaches
vith
- — and with far greater safety to life
life and
property
property than now, and without need of
any
any such vast spillways as are now being
proposed.
roposed. Also it is my belief that the
flood
lood surface can be lowered by lessening
the
he height of the cross-over bars through
narrowing
1arrowing the river at the cross-overs, by
means
means to be worked out
out, partly in the laboratory
ratory and partly in the field
field;; also that
as
18 the culmination of certain lines of research,
search, one may learn how to build
cheaper,
heaper, quicker, and more permanent
river-bank
river-bank revetments, and how to keep
the
he South Pass open without constant
dredging.
Jredging.
It has been proved abundantly, at laboratories
»ratories described in the following pages,
that
that aa well-equipped
well-equipped modern
modern laboratory
laboratory
can
ran aid in the analysis and separation of
causes
;auses in these complex phenomena of
river-bed
river-bed erosion and sand-bar formation,
also
also that it can aid greatly in regulating
harbor
1arbor currents, in the lessening of turbulence
ence in filling navigation locks, and in
problems
sroblems of estimating boat resistance in
:anals of scant cross section. The methods
canals
of the modern hydraulic laboratory are
also needed for the perfecting of siphon
spillways,
spillways, for the further improvement of
high-speed
nigh-speed turbine runners, and for the
development
levelopment of higher efficiency in highlift
ift centrifugal pumps; for establishing
more
more precise formulas for estimating the
discharge
lischarge over dams and through sluices
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of various
various forms; for a better form
form of
weir
weir for metering large quantities of flowing
ng water; for studying the errors of the
ordinary
current meter actuated by
ordinary current
by a revolving
volving cup-wheel, or screw, in disturbed
currents;
currents; for learning how best to conserve
serve energy
energy while changing the direction
of
water courses; and for a score of other
of water
problems
oroblems of large commercial importance
importance..
Last summer, at Karlsruhe, I was told
that
that with
with each practical major problem
that
‘hat had been taken from out-of-door
out-of-doorss into
their
ture laboratory, the sav‘heir river-struc
river-structure
ing
Ing in structural cost due to the information
tion thus
thus gained had been more than equal
to
the
entire cost of laboratory building,
lo
apparatus,
apparatus, and research. At Charlottenburg,
and elsewhere, I gathered that labourg, and
oratory
oratory research
research with
with the
the aid of small
models
had
been
similarly
profitable.
models

Personally, I have little doubt that a
suitable
suitable river
river structure or laboratory, in
skilful
hands
in the United States, could
skilful
be
made to
dividends of a thousand
ye made
to pay dividends
per
er cent
cent per
per year
year on
on its cost! One has only
to
study
the
vast
appropriati
ons for river
0 study the
appropriations
and
harbor
improveme
nt
ind harbor improvement made by the
United
Jnited States during a term of yearsyears—
two
wo millions of dollars wasted in futile
experiment
on the Mississippi for nar'xperimentss on
rowing
the
channel
by permeable dikes,
‘owing
about
$600,000
wasted
along the lower
bout
Colorado,
and
nearly twenty millions
olorado,
spent
spent before
before success
success in trying to open the
South
South Pass of the mouths of the Mississippi
- or to consider the
sippi for big ships
ships—ortoconsiderthe
problems
yroblems of the California Debris Commission
nission or
or the present conditions along the
Missouri
Missouri River, to see that such a statement
t.
nent is not extravagan
extravagant.

Some Waiting
Waiting Problems
In certain quarters there has been a
mistaken
mistaken idea that the fundament
fundamental
al science
ence and data of hydraulics have been sufficiently
jeiently worked out so that there now is
no
no pressing
pressing need
need for an expensive hydraulic
research laboratory, inasmuch as we
lic research
already
already possess tolerably good rules and
coefficients
coefficients set
set forth in the engineering
handbooks
aandbooks by which we can estimate
quantities
quantities with
with an error not exceeding
from
2
to
from 2 to 20
20 per cent, according to circumstances
,
problems :
cumstances, in the following problems:
11 The
The discharge
discharge of various kinds and shapes
of
of orifice under various heads.
2 The discharge over sharp-crest weirs with
depths
two feet with a margin of error of
depths up
up to
to two
1l per
per cent,
under
perhaps
cent, under favorable
favorable conditions, but perhaps
10
10 per
per cent
cent under eddying approach or over broad
or
or irregular crests.
crests.
33 The
The discharge of a pipe of specified form and
roughness
roughness under a given fall per 1000 ft. within
from
to 20 per cent, the uncertainty being due
from 2
2 to
to
to lack
lack of
of precise
precise knowledge of quality of surface
or effect of bends and minor obstructions.
44 The
discharge or
or slope of an open canal or
The discharge
river
river of
of specified
specified quality of bed and form, under a
given
ziven slope or fall per 1000 ft. within from 5 to
25
per cent,
25 per
cent, according to its ~traightness
straightness and
accurate
accurate knowledge of its smoothness
smoothness of wetted
perimeter.
jerimeter.

55 The
The height to which a jet of given diameter
will
vill rise
rise or
or can be thrown, under a given pressure,
in
n still air.

These
These five classes of problems of me~measurement
urement comprise nearly all those treated
in
the ordinary
n the
ordinary textbook, and, outside of
river
‘iver and
and harbor problems, cover probably
90
per cent of the requiremen
ts of the civil
)0 per
requirements
or
mechanical designing engineer
engineer with
&gt;r mechanical
sufficient
accuracy, but cases often arise
sufficient accuracy,
where
vhere greater precision is desirable, and
where
vhere this greater precision would permit
important
mportant economies.
Solutions
Solutions of these five classes of problems
ems fail utterly to meet the needs of river
and
ind harbor
harbor engineering and also largely
fail
‘ail to meet all of the needs of the modern
engineer
:ngineer in many other lines of work.
Five
Five years
years ago,
ago, in
in a paper before the
American
Society
of Civil Engineers, I
American
enumerated
the
following
list of studies
:numerated
in
which
a
proposed
National
Hydraulic
n which a proposed
Laboratory
could
be
used.
This
laboratory
Laboratory
was
vas to be modeled somewhat on the lines
of
of those
those in Germany but on a larger scale
and
was to have a tilting river flume 250
and was
ft.
long,
with
ft. long, 20
20 ft. wide, and 3 ft. deep, with
its
slope
variable from O
.ts slope variable
0 to 3
8 per cent.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN RIVER HYDRAULICS
Parallel to the river flume was to be a weir
Parallel
flume
flume 245 ft. long, 15 ft. wide, and 20 ft.
deep, suitable for many experiments on
model dams, ete.
etc. Electrically driven
pumps were to be provided to circulate up
to 600 cu. ft. of water per second, although
commonly less than one-tenth of this
amount would be needed. Precise measurement of discharge was to be made in
a large rectangular tank by means of a
swinging gate and chronograph, also by
by
venturi meters.
meters. Forty studies were sugsuggested to be carried on in the river flume,
and twenty-four for which the weir flume
could be used. This list was by no means
exhaustive. Other engineers could quickly
quickly
add enough
enough problems of perhaps even
greater importance to double its length.
Reviewing that list today, I should say
say
that one of the earliest and most imporimportant
tant problems of such a laboratory should
should
be thoroughly to test out the errors and
limitations in the doctrine of hydraulic
similitude, in the use of scale models
for experimentation in various lines of
research, particularly in the problem of
river control, and also the effects of
of distortion
tortion of scale.
The list of researches then suggested
covered
covered the following problems:

7

taining
Jaining straight alignment and protecting the shore
between
hetween spurs.
8 Formation and travel of sand waves in
straight
straight and curving rivers, and their relation to a
navigable
with various coarse1avigable low-water channel, with
ness
velocities of current.
1ess of grains and various velocities
99 Study
Study of
of the effect of the coarseness of grain,
as
1s between fine sand and coarse gravel, in its relation
ion to the upbuilding of cross-over bars on curved
rivers
ivers under various velocities and depths of
current.
surrent.
10 Study of the mechanical theory and the action
ion of the Haupt reaction jetty with relation to its
limiting
imiting curvature.
11 Study of the economy of shortening a.
a bridge
across
cross a meandering river by the use of "Bell“ BellBunds,"
3unds,” similar to those developed in India, with
study
study of minimum distance between abutments and
proper
proper curvature and alignment of upstream and
downstream
lownstream wings.
12 Investigation of obstruction and backwater
caused
zaused by bridge piers and of tendency to undermine
mine them on an earth bottom by a swift current,
and
and of economies of protection by riprap.
13 Form of bridge pier base and abutment for
producing
producing minimum scour on the bed, combined
with
with maximum stability.
14 Miscellaneous studies in training a river like
the
the Missouri or Platte, within erodible banks and
bed,
ed, in the most economical way for flood relief,
by
yy causing it to dig itself deeper, so as to minimize
the
the need of levees, and cause it to carry its sediment
nent forward toward the sea with minimum deposition
sition en route, and with the minimum tendency
toward
toward caving banks.
15 Best form of sea-harbor or river-harbor jetties
ties to minimize the obstruction of harbor entrance
1 A further investigation of Thompson's
Thompson’s theory by
oy littoral currents carrying sand.
of scour at river bends due to spiral flow.
16 A study of maximum bottom velocities con2 An investigation of the path of material sistent
sistent with stability for various sizes of sand grain
scoured out from the concave shore at a bend,
bend, and
and various degrees of cohesion.
whether moved across the river, or to a down17 Transportation of larger gravels and small
downstream
boulders
stream sand-bar.
sand-bar,
youlders by rivers. Extensions of the Gilbert Cali33’. Best
Best inclination of the river banks. The best fornia
‘ornia experiments to broader conditions, larger
dieces of gravel, and high velocities in larger
shape
shape for the ends of spur dikes in a straight river pieces
*hannels.
channel for producing minimum scour and under- channels.
18 Investigation of the truth of Kennedy's law
cutting at the end of the spur. The best shape for
preventing undermining of a submerged spur dike relating
elating to the movement of sand and silt in suspension,
by scour from a swift current flowing over the dike.
sension, and the limits to its application.
dike.
19 Development of the law of backwater effect
4 Relative merits of permeable and impermeimpermefrom
‘rom dams and obstructions in straight
straicht and curvable spur-dikes of different forms for meeting varivariing
ng channels.
ous conditions.
ous
20 Investigation of fluid-filament theory of
5 Best horizontal outline-whether
outline—whether inclined upsarallel flow and limitations of vortex motion near
stream or downstream or at right angles to the parallel
ides, at various velocities.
river bank—forasub-surfacedikereachingfrom
bank - for a sub-surface dike reaching from sides,
21 Distribution of velocity
the bed to slightly above low water but submerged
velocity for various degrees
of roughness of sides and bed of stream or flume.
at high water, and thence extended up the bank of
by
22 Study of vortex motions and boils and how
by a thicket of willows or other trees.
6 Development of shape and construction of produced
produced -— whether caused by obstructions at bottom or by
bv collision of currents.
cross section of spur dikes faced with riprap,
riprap. for tom
minimum cost.
cost.
:
minimum
The preceding experiments (and many
7 Necessary distance between spur dikes in relation
of)of) relate to the
lation to width and velocity of river,
river. for main- more that can be thought
thought
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improv
ement of natural rivers and harimprovement
bors
and
bors and would
would be made in the propose
proposedd
river
river flume, or in a harbor model tank.
The
ng experim
ents, which also
The followi
following
experiments,
could
could be
be made in the river flume, relate to
flow
al channe
ls, such as canals,
flow in
in artifici
artificial
channels,
flumes,
s, and large pipes
flumes, sewers,
sewers, culvert
culverts,
partly
partly filled.
23
23 An extension of the Darcy and Bazin experimen
ts, of 60 years ago, to other shapes of chanperiments,
nel and t?
to greater velocities of flow, and with varivarious
ous definite
definite forms of roughnes
roughnesss and surface.
24
24 Effect
Effect of twisting or spiral currents on loss
of head.
25_
25 Loss
Loss of
of head
head with water carrying nearly a
maximum
maximum load of sediment
sediment,, in comparis
comparison
on with
clear water.
26
26 A test of the Eads theory as to the maximaximum
percentage by
mum percentage
by weight of sedimen
sedimentt of various
s~zes
sizes of
of san~
sand grain which can be transpor
transported
ted at a
given
ities are that nogiven velocity. (The probabil
probabilities
nowhere
pi or even on the
Missouri
where on
on the
the Mississip
Mississippi
theMissouri
is
the water "“saturated
saturate d "” with sedimen
is the
sediment,t and that
very
percentages of sedur:en
very much
much higher
higher percentages
sedimentt could
be
regular channel if it could be dug
be carried
carried in
in aa regular
up
the bottom
d velocity in a
up from
from the
bottom by a quickene
quickened
channel
d at the cross-ove
rs and kept
channel narrowe
narrowed
cross-overs
moving
ned river.)
moving in
in a straighte
straightened
27
ne the relative proporti
27 Determi
Determine
proportions
sedions of sediment
be carried in suspensi
on at various
ment that
that can
can be
suspension
high
high velocities
velocities,, when walls of conduit are relatively
smooth
d, or when the water
smooth and
and when
when roughene
roughened,
is
is thrown into eddies by spur dikes.
dikes.
28 Determine
Determine more precisely the relations of
roughnes
to laws
roughnesss to
laws of flow. (This can be done readreadily
ly with
with the tilting flume for a wide range of velocities
des by changing the depth, or the speed of the
pump,
pump, or
or by
by control of its inlet valve.)
29
29 Develop formulas of discharg
dischargee for sewers
or
or conduits
conduits of circular or egg-shap
egg-shaped
ed cross section
filled
filled to various depths.
30 Study effect on velocity or loss of head
caused
ng of various proportions
proportions of
caused by
by aa rougheni
roughening
the
the wetted
wetted perimete
perimeterr much less than the whole, or
from 11 to 50 per cent.
31
ents.
31 Study
Study laws
laws of loss at sudden enlargem
enlargements.
Also
minimizing this loss by diverAlso the
the condition
conditionss of minimizing
gent
gent channel
channel walls
walls set at various angles.
32
formation in tidal
32 Study
Study action of sand-bar formation
rivers
the action of the rising or falling
rivers in
in which
which the
tide
d by water introtide on
on the
the river flow is simulate
simulated
duced
n at downstre
duced or withdraw
withdrawn
downstream
flume,
am end of flume.
33
33 Test the law of wave transmis
transmission
sion for varivarious
ous depths
depths and
and forms of channel, and effect of pulsations
sations of flow on sand waves and sand-bar forformation.
34 Study the law of flow for the "bore"
“bore” or
"“ cloud-bu
rst "” type of flood wave, at various incloud-burst
inclination
clinationss of bed.
35
the Francis "“whitewash
whitewash experi35 Repeat
Repeat the
ment
under various
ment "”’ under
various condition
conditionss for determin
determining
ing

the course of threads of current, and the reason
why the maximum velocity is below the surface
at center of stream.
36 Study of merits of straight versus curved
river channel for Missouri River conditions.
37 Study of straight versus curved channel for
a deeper river, as for certain bends on the Lower
Mississippi.
38 A model of the mouth of the Mississippi
on a horizontal scale of about 1 to 100 might prove
very instructive in finding the most efficient means
of making the South Pass available for deep-draft
steamers, with a minimum of dredging.
39 Possibly, also, extremely useful information
could be had by experiments on a model of the
proposed spillway from the Mississippi to Lake
Borgne, as to the results that would be achieved in
flood relief and subsequent silting or absence of silt
in the river mouth.
The city engineer of New Orleans has presented
a tentative design for an extremely broad spillway.
The writer believes that an extremely narrow but
deep spillway, only one-fifth of the width of the
other design, would cost less and give better service.
Models could serve to point the way to the best
possible design before spending the suggested
$4,000,000 or $5,000,000, and perhaps save a million
dollars by one inexpensive research of three months'
duration.
40 Along the Colorado River below Yuma,
Ariz., in view of the present and potential values
at risk in the Imperial Valley of California, some
new form of groin, or spur dike and proper spacing for it, with willow plantings between the groins,
probably could be worked out advantageously by
experiments in the proposed laboratory, combined
with observations and experiments on the river.

For
ng studies
For the weir flume the followi
following
were
ted in the paper referre
were sugges
suggested
referred
d to
previou
sly :
previously:
41
the standard weir formula by new
41 Extend
Extend the
experim
ents to depths up to 5½
sxperiments
5% ft. with crest 15 ft.
long,
and to greater depths with shortene
ong, and
shortenedd crest.
42
42 Test
Test in
in great variety the effect upon accuracy
measurement of swirls and irregularities
irregularities of
racy of
of measurement
flow
ing a standard weir.
low in
in the
the current approach
approaching
43
ne the coefficien
43 Determi
Determine
coefficientt of discharg
dischargee for
various
forms
of
est weir, and, incidenta
lly,
various forms of round-cr
round-crest
incidentally,
experim
ent to
periment
to develop
develop a new standard form of weir,
less
than the
est
ess subject
subject than
the present standard sharp-cr
sharp-crest
weir
ce by irregular eddyveir to
to error
error from
from disturban
disturbance
ing,
ing currents,
on.
ng, approach
approaching
currents, and by contracti
contraction.
44 Determi
ne form of crest for giving the least
44
Determine
rise
ise in flood height over a dam for a stated disdischarge
in cubic
*harge in
cubic feet
feet per second per foot of length.
45
ence and backwat
45 Test
Test effect of submerg
submergence
backwater
er
on
proportions of
n weirs
weirs at
at various depths and proportions
backwat
er, to a depth of 5 ft. above the crest.
sackwater,
(More
nts on this subject are
More extended
extended experime
experiments
greatly
sreatly needed.)
46
thoroughly the new Herschel type
46 Test
Test thoroughly
tvpe of

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN RIVER HYDRAULICS
gaging weir and the dependability and precision
of its method of depth measurement.
47 Determine the coefficient for discharge over
models of many dam crests now in use in America,
which are of necessity utilized for gaging the discharge
charge of rivers.
48 Check and extend the deep-waterway damcrest experiments made some years ago at Cornell
University,
University, some of which are open to question
regarding
regarding the
the precise
precise accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the depth
depth meameasurement on the standard weir used for gaging the
discharge.
discharge.
49 Determine coefficients of discharge for varivarious
ous common types of sluiceway used by the U.
TU. S.
Geological
Geological Survey in gaging stream flow.
50 Experiment on coefficients of discharge for
ordinary canal headgate sluices of different forms,
with gates fully and partly open, seeking to lessen
the loss of head for a given discharge.
51 Test the effect of twisting and disturbed
flow
flow in channels upon the accuracy of measurement
by current meters of various types. Some types
of current meter are more accurate in disturbed
currents than others. It is stated that the"
the “ Price"
Price ”
meter
meter can be made to revolve in still water by
by
moving it up and down and it is inferred, therefore,
that vertically inclined currents may adversely affect
fect its accuracy.
52 Develop the most accurate practicable type
of current meter for avoiding the errors in measurement due to the disturbed currents found over a
rough river bottom.
53 Develop and test a portable pitot-tube
velocity
velocity meter and study its errors as caused by
waves and twists of current.
54 Study the hydraulic-jump, or "standing“ standingwave "” phenomena, in an extension of the Miami
researches.
55 Study efficiency of various types of "“fall
fall
increaser "”’ for use in economizing water power on
rivers
rivers subject to high backwater.
56 Study various types of energy absorber for
use
use at the foot of overfall dams, for lessening the
depth
depth of dangerous scour on soft river beds.
57 Develop best type of baffle piers, for absorbing dangerous energy at the foot of an ogee
overfall.
overfall.
58 Develop an open-top venturi type of sluicegate for the headgates of irrigation canals and
other
other waterways.
59 Develop the best form of bell-mouth entrance
trance for tunnels to be used as the by-pass of
dams under construction.
60 Determine the most efficient angle of divergence for a venturi tube with smooth current of
approach, also with disturbed and twisting currents of approach, as in the draft tube of a water
wheel. (It is possible that these studies would aid
in the economies of power development.)
61 Study the limiting conditions for precision
of measurement with venturi meters of various
types, with disturbed approach currents and various angles of convergence and divergence.
62 Experiment on centrifugal pump discharge

9g

for
for a wide range of velocities and with throttled
inlet
inlet or outlet.
63 Determine the overturning and scouring effects
‘ects of currents at various high velocities on bridge
piers
oiers and similar structures of various shapes.
64 Test the limitations of the siphon spillway
with
with greater depth of throat, up to 12 ft. in height;
try
ry to get a larger percentage of discharge, measured
sured at the crest area, by treating the whole
course
sourse of the siphon as a long, curved venturi tube.
Develop
Develop better forms for quick exhaust of air, and
generally
renerally improve and standardize the siphon spillspill
way
way design, once for all time.
A hundred or more siphon spillways have been
built
yuilt in various parts of the world with little knowledge
»dge as to the true theory of their operation. It is
possible
sossible that by regarding this siphon as a gently
curved
surved and elongated venturi tube the capacity
could
sould be greatly increased for low falls, perhaps
doubled.
Joubled. Also it is desirable to know if dangerous
shocks
shocks can be caused by opposing surges meeting
within
within the tube, when acting at the extreme limits
of
»f atmospheric pressure with its outlet submerged,
and
and if so, how can these best
best be cushioned.
Also, it is desirable to learn the best form of
automatic
wutomatic flashboard for placing on the crest of
the
he overfall within a siphon spillway which will
drop
drop and provide slope for flood discharge in the
rive1
river upstream.
upstream.
.
A thorough study of these siphon-spillway problems
lems is of great importance in the economical development
velopment of many reservoirs and mill ponds by
bringing
bringing the ordinary working level nearly or quite
up
1p to the flood level.

I would not venture to prophesy that
each
each of these researches would be fruitful
in dividends any more than that everyone
of the 200 or more Ph.D.
Ph. D. chemists whom
one may see experimenting in the great
works at Leverkusen or Friederichshafen
works
will
will reap a rich harvest, but the general
result
result will greatly advance the state of the
art, and here and there will be a development of great value.
The weir flume would be useful as a
naval test tank for certain conditions of
currents, by holding the model still while
the currents flow swiftly past. It would
be particularly instructive for cases in
which high-velocity runs in the ordinary
naval tank would be too brief.
In addition to the weir flume and the
river flume for use in connection with the
problems listed, the new laboratory should
contain ample floor space for other flumes,
served by the same pumping plant, regulator, and measuring apparatus, which
could be used in a great variety of other
problems and experiments.
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A Museum of Hydrau
lic Laboratories
Laborat ories
Hydraulic
An
apparatu s and
An exhibition of the apparatus
methods
methods by which the present advanced
status
status in science and in the industria
industriall arts
has
has been attained slowly and step by step,
sometime
sometimess with long pauses between, has
been
been shown
shown by Dr. Oskar Von Miller, in
the
the great
great industria
industriall museum at Munich,
to
to which
which he has given the best years of
his
to be one of the best ways in which
nis life,
life, to
to
encourag
future invention and progto encouragee future
ress.
The
laborator
ress.
laboratoryy idea has been so
great
great aa factor
factor in the advance of hydraulic
science that it is worth while to trace some
of
ents and briefly describe
of these
these developm
developments
some
apparatus . In years long past
some of
of the
the apparatus.
I[ found
g to follow in old
found it interestin
interesting
libraries
iibraries the
the slow progress in the development
hydraulic science through experiment of
of hydraulic
mentation
mentation,, and now that the heralds are
about
announce in the following pages
about to
to announce
some
some of
of the
the rapid advances of the past
decade,
w others
decade, and possibly foreshado
foreshadow
which
are coming, it may be well to devote
which are
a few pages to the consideration
considera tion of the
earlier
sarlier history of hydraulic science and to
its
‘ts slow rate of advance.
Although
Although the hydraulic arts are old,
hydraulic
hydraulic science is young. The arts of
hydraulic
aydraulicss were practised long before the
dawn
dawn of history. Sir William Wilcox, the
eminent
&gt;minent English engineer, who has spent
much
nal life in Egypt and
much of
of his professio
professional
the
Holy
Irrigation is the
‘he Holy Land, says, "“Irrigation
oldest
’ldest branch of applied science in the
world."
world.” For example, he quotes from the
second
second chapter of Genesis: "Out
‘ Out of Eden
came
river that watered a garden."
ame a
a river
garden.” In
his
n he believes he has
his years of exploratio
exploration
discovere
d the very location thus referred
discovered
to
fo in Holy Writ. He tells how the rivers
at
at the site of this Eden have lost their
ancient
ce because of the lowerancient beneficen
beneficence
ing
ng of their beds through centuries of unchecked
erosion. Too late, our hydraulic
checked erosion.
laborator
y may teach how this could have
laboratory
been
heen prevented
prevented!!
Hydrauli
Hydraulicc science slumbere
slumbered
d more than
aa thousand
thousand years after its birth and childhood
mia, or Egypt, or China.
hood in
in Mesopota
Mesopotamia,
It
had
an
awakenin
g in Greece and Rome,
[t had an awakening
as
is
shown
by
the
ruins of great aqueas is shown

ducts
lucts and
and as is set forth briefly in the
writings
vritings of Frontinu
Frontinuss and Vitruvius
Vitruvius;; but
itt again
again fell
fell asleep
asleep for a thousand years
until
mmtil awakened by a loud call for aid in
stopping
topping the ravages of torrents in Northern
rn Italy, and since this renaissan
renaissance
ce of
four
hundred years ago, its devel‘our or
or five
five hundred
opment
had several pauses of cenpment has
has had
turies
half-centu ries.
uries and half-centuries.
It appears
It
appears from
from the records that up to
about
pout 150
150 years
years ago the one and only correct
tical equation that had been
‘ect mathema
mathematical
derived
lerived for expressin
expressingg the laws of flowing
water
=V2gh. It took nearly one
vater was
was V
V=V2gh.
hundred
years
undred years of creeping and groping
onward,
nward, after the discovery by Galileo and
Torricelli
Torricelli in 1643, of this law that the
velocity
‘elocity of efflux varied as the square root
off the
the head,
head, to get the value of the gravity
factor,
actor, "2g,"
“2g,” into the above equation,
which
now
our fundamental
fundamen tal hydraulic
vhich now is our
formula
efflux. The
ent of
‘ormula for
for efflux.
The developm
development
the
tal formula, V=CVRI
he fundamen
fundamental
V=CVRI,, for
giving
riving the rate of velocity of flow in pipe
or
in terms of the declivity
r open
open channel
channel in
or
r slope
slope causing it, was similarly slow of
developm
ent. With regard to the river
levelopment.
hydraulic
ydraulicss it may be said with much truth
that
being awakened successively
successively by
hat after
after being
Guglielm
ini,
Frisi,
Chezy,
ruglielmini,
Chézy, Dubuat, Weisbach,
Humphre
ys
and
Abbott, Darcy and
rach, Humphreys
Bazin,
‘azin, and Francis, at one time and another,
seventy-five
ther, from
from two hundred to seventy-five
years
‘ears ago,
ago, the advance in the science of
river
iver flow slumbere
slumberedd again from 1865
until,
after
g by the
until, after a partial awakenin
awakening
brief
experime
ntal
work
of
Fargue in
rief experimental
France,
and that
“rance, and
that of
of Froude, Osborne ReyReynolds,
arcourt in England,
olds, and
and Vernon-H
Vernon-Harcourt
iti was
e years ago
was aroused
aroused some
some thirty-fiv
thirty-five
by
Prof.
Hubert
Engels in his first modest
y
Flussbau
ng
lussbau, laborator
laboratoryy at the engineeri
engineering
college
in
Dresden.
dllege
Very
Very little has come down to us of the
knowledg
of the
tmowledgee of
the motion of water possessed
essed by the ancients. Their rules and
records
es were hardly well
-ecords of
of experienc
experiences
enough
nough organized
organized to be worthy of the
name
of science; and although some of
ame of
their
aqueduct s and reservoir
heir aqueducts
reservoirss were
of
us magnitude
magnitud e and endured
f stupendo
stupendous

HYDRAULIC ARTS IN ANCIENT TIMES
through centuries of successful operation,
these works, instead of being shaped by
the aid of mathematical formulas, may
largely have been
been the slow result of"
of ““ averaverage judgment,"
judgment,” after lifetimes of experiexperience handed down from father to son, and
success
success attained through the slow and exexcut and try."
pensive process of "“cut
try.”
Like the great canals of China, or like
the gigantic cut of the drainage canal of
the
the city of Mexico, these great works of
antiquity were trimmed into shape with
with
crude and simple tools by what we would
now consider an extravagant use of human
labor; and with small ability to predict
the precise quantity of water that would
would
be discharged by a canal of prescribed
cross section and a given rate of fall per
mile. The doctrine that "“’Tis
'Tis through our
failures we achieve success
" may have
success’
had many illustrations in these ancient
works, where now we see only the final
finai
success. Lake Moeris, constructed about
4000 years ago to store flood waters of the
Nile, into which they were led by the Canal
Canal
of Joseph and made available for irrigation, was larger by far than any artificial
reservoir of modern times. There was in
existence, 2500 years ago, a canal from
the Red Sea to the Mediterranean, suffisufficient for the ships of those days, the site
of which is followed closely by the line of
the present Suez Canal. The "* Fresh
Water Canal,"
Canal,” used by the French engineers in 1863 to bring water from Cairo
to Suez, had been in use 2500 years. In
China, 4000 years ago, the half-legendary
Wu, the great hydraulic engineer and emperor, whose memory was honored by
many temples, is said to have so perfected
the
the art of protection against the river
floods by means of dikes that for several
thousands
thousands of years safety followed the application of his rules. In the far-interior
Chinese province of Sczechuan, irrigation
still follows canals admirably designed
some thousands of years ago by a skilful
engineer, who set monuments to mark the
proper water stages and made rules for
operation that are said still to be carefully
followed.
We wonder how these old-timers ran
their levels,
levels. how they
thev measured the quan-
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tity of water discharged by their rivers in
flood
drought, how they adjusted
flood or in drought,
their
gradients,
how they estimated or
their
regulated the hydraulic capacity of their
canals, and what was an ordinary margin
of error between expectation and delivery.
It has been said that lack of an instrument
for
for measuring seconds of time, and thereby the lack of a unit of measurement cor"
responding
responding to "‘ second-foot,"
second-foot,” or "“ cusec
cusec”
as English engineers call it, for a measure
of discharge, was the greatest ancient
obstacle to precise hydraulic knowledge.
The twilight zone of lack of precision in
hydraulic measurement continued here
and
and there until very recent times. The
California
California "forty-niners,"
* forty-niners,” as do some of
their
present-day
‘heir present-day successors,
successors, used
used the
the
"miners'
‘“ miners’ inch,"
inch,” which is based on the
same
same crude conception of water measure
as
as the Roman quinaria;
quinaria,; and the writer is
even
even now helping a lawyer untangle the
meaning
meaning of "three
‘ three square feet of water"
water”
in a mill deed written little more than fifty
years
years ago.
ago. Lack
Lack of
of precision
precision of
of measuremeasureand
therefore
of
precision
of
ment,
ment,
thought,
is
still
painfully
in
evidence
chought,
throughout
:hroughout the literature of river and
harbor
harbor hydraulics.
The eighth book of Vitruvius, the great
Roman
Roman writer on architecture and engineering
neering topics,
topics, written 2000 years ago,
records
a
records a few
few precepts
precepts about
about necessary
necessary
gradients
for
aqueducts;
and Frontinus
aradients
tells
tells much of interest pertaining to the
rules
rules of practice in the office of water commissioner
missioner in ancient Rome. They record
the
the fact that water would flow at about the
proper
proper velocity down an aqueduct having
aa slope of one or two feet per mile; that
water
water could be measured by the area of the
nozzle
nozzle or short pipe through which it was
let
et out from the aqueduct, and that the
discharge
discharge of a short pipe could be increased
creased by adding to its outlet a divergent
pipe
oipe of increasing diameter. Pliny, in his
"Natural
“ Natural History,"
History,” recommends for the
very
very least slope in clay pipe conduits, the
equivalent of one-fourth inch in 100 feet,
or about one foot per mile.
Ancient Rome had important river
problems. The question of cutting off a
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river
river bend in the Tiber which threatene
threatened
d
Rome,
Rome, was
was gravely discussed by the
Roman
Roman Senate
Senate and dropped, for the profound
found reason that "Nature
* Nature understoo
understood
d
what
was
best
when
it
formed
the
river
in
what was best when it
its
its present
present shape."
shape.” Two thousand years
later,
Professor
Karlsruhe , by
later, Professor Rehbock, of Karlsruhe,
means
of
experime
nts
upon
five
successiv
means of experiments
successivee
laborator
y models, showed how a similar
laboratory
problem
best be solved by a short
problem could
could best
cut
the neck
cut across
across the
neck of a horse-sho
horse-shoee bend,
from
backwate r threatened
from which the backwater
threatene d
Nu'
r emburg in times of flood. Meanwhi
Nuremburg
Meanwhile
le
fifty
fifty years
years or
or more ago, by methods of
"cut
and try,"
“cut and
try,” German engineers had cut
out
the great
great bends and concentra
ted the
out the
concentrated
flow
of
the
Rhine
into
a
single
channel,
dow of the Rhine
between
g
tween Basel
Basel and Mannheim
Mannheim,, shortenin
shortening
the
the river
river 23
23 per cent,•
cent,* with great advantage
rage to
to all
all concerned
concerned..
Outside
Outside the books of Vitruvius and
Frontinus
Frontinus,, I have learned of nothing written
ten about
about hydraulic science or art until
the
‘he treatise "“ On the Motion and Measurement
ment of
of Water,"
Water,” written 530 years ago by
Leonardo
Leonardo da Vinci, engineer, artist, architect,
t, student of
sect, poet,
poet, sculptor,
sculptor, anatomis
anatomist,
aeronauti
cs, and greatest genius of all
aeronautics,
time.
time. I have enjoyed turning the pages of
aa reprint
reprint of his book made nearly one hundred
dred years
years ago at Bologna, Italy, noting
his
quaint
ns and studying his
his quaint conceptio
conceptions
excellent
drawings
,
excellent drawings, which plainly show
such
remarkab le understan
ding of eddy
such aa remarkable
understanding
motion,
motion, waves, etc., that one is forced to
believe
oelieve that
that he
he had some sort of a hydraulic
y in which to study the motion
Jde laborator
laboratory
of
while he was engaged in building
of water
water while
the
earliest
chambere
d navigation
navigatio n locks in
the
chambered
the
world,
near
Milan,
and that he had
the
been
close observer of many natural
been aa close
streams.
ly accurate
streams. Surely his remarkab
remarkably
drawings
n of the jets
drawings of the contractio
contraction
from
weirs and
from weirs
and orifices and their trajectories could not have been made without
models. Manv
Many of his illustrations
illustratio ns are of
** Der
Der Einfluss der Korrektion des Rheins zwischen
Basel
wegung des
Basel und
und Mannheim auf die Geschiebebe
Geschiebebewegung
Rheims
Rheims (The Influence of the Corrections of the Movement
ment of
of Sedimentary
Sedimentary Material in the Rhine, between
Basel
Basel and
and Mannheim). By Heinrich Whittmann.
Ze,tachrift,
Wasserwirts chaft," 1927, Nos.
Zeitschrift, "Deutsche
“ Deutsche Wasserwirtschaft.”
10,
10, 11, and 12.
12.

what,
vhat, in
in effect, were pieces of laborator
laboratoryy
apparatus
wpparatus.. Some of his diagrams foreshadow
hadow researche
researchess which I saw going on
in
the
laborator
ies of Drs. de Thierry,
n the laboratories
Engels,
Smrcek,
and Rehbock, 530 years
ingels,
later!
ater!
It
not strange that hydraulic science
It is
is not
had
birth in Northern Italy, because
.ad its
its birth
here
a people of special genius and
lere lived
lived a
mechanic
al skill;
skill ; and because here were
nechanical
found
problems
ce to the
ound problems of great importan
importance
welfare
of
the
people,
presented
by need
velfare of the
of
n from destructiv
if protectio
protection
destructivee torrents
that
hat came
came down from the Alps and Apennines.
ines. Frisi's
Frisi’s treatise of 1770 tells how
the
ticians and scienhe foremost mathema
mathematicians
tists
Italy were
were called into council over
ists of
of Italy
the
g the fertile botae problems
problems of
of protectin
protecting
tom-lands
of
the
Po
and
other
rivers from
om-lands of the
inundatio
n
and
loss
of crops.
nundation
After
After the
the time of Leonardo da Vinci,
hydraulic
slumbere d for a hundred
iydraulic science slumbered
years
until the
ears until
the days of the great Galileo
(contemp
orary of Bacon), professor of
contemporary
mathema
tics
aathematics at Pisa and Padua, and his
eminent
minent pupils, Castelli and Torricelli
Torricelli..
Galileo
nted particularly
particula rly upon the
ralileo experime
experimented
laws
y with a view
ws of
of efflux,
efflux, apparentl
apparently
toward
ion of a more perfect
ward the
the construct
construction
water
7ater clock. Each of these Italians was
a« scientist
the modern sense, and these
scientist in
in the
three
hree seem to have been the real founders
of
if hydraulic
hydraulic science, as distinctiv
distinctivee from
hydraulic
arts,
by
beginning
to discover
ydraulic
the
laws which control
control the flow of water
he laws
and
.nd finding
finding how
how to express the broad generality
of
these
laws in exact mathematmathema trality
ical
cal terms.
In 1628,
In
1628, Castelli appears to have been the first
to0 publish
publish a treatise upon rivers, also the first to
introduce
velocity as a definite factor in the meantroduce velocity
surement
urement of discharge of rivers, but since he
wrongly
rrongly concluded
concluded that the velocity of efflux varied
in1 direct
proportion to the
the head, we may conclude
direct proportion
that
at his laboratory facilities were crude.
In
In 1643,
1643, or
or only 285 years ago, the fact that the
efflux
of water
water varies as the square root of the
flux of
head
have been first discovered by Toread appears
appears to
to have
ricelli,
icelli, pupil of Castelli and of Galileo, who identified
law with
ed this
this law
with that of the velocity of falling
bodies
odies deduced
deduced some
some years previously by Galileo,
and
ed by experind which
which Galileo
Galileo had demonstrat
demonstrated
ments
at the leaning tower of Pisa. Lest it be
nents at
thought
"ought I have spoken harshly of the part mathe-
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maticians
maticians have had in developing hydraulics, I note
that
shat Torricelli also was a professor of mathematics.
ics. These three mathematicians tested their theories
ries by experiment more than did their predecessors.
3@SSOTS.
The
The writings
writings of
of Vitruvius,
Vitruvius, Frontinus,
Frontinus, and
and Pliny
Pliny
had made plain nearly 2000 years ago that to get
proper flow in aqueducts one must have a fall of
from
‘rom one foot to two feet per mile, although the
cave man must have recognized that water ran
down hill. But Torricelli seems also to have been
the
the first plainly to set forth the fact that the acceleration
way proceleration of
of flow
flow in
in rivers
rivers was
was in
in some
some way
proportional
portional to the slope down which they ran.
In 1684, or 244 years ago, the French physicist,
Mariette,
Mariotte, gave a fresh impetus to hydraulic science by new experiments on the discharge from
tubes
'ubes and orifices, and by his treatise on the motion
tion of water. He appears to have been among
the
use of laboratory
the very earliest to record the use
experiments
sxperiments constantly for testing ~heory.
theory. He d_ealt
dealt
chiefly
chiefly with the discharge from orifices, the height
to
to which jets would rise, and with the motion of
water
water in
in tubes.
tubes. His
His experiments
experiments were
were on
on aa very
very
small scale and crude, but he taught the proper
method.
method.
Mariette's
-reat contribution to progress was
Mariotte’s 0great
the
she promotion°of
of an understanding that experiment
rather
rather than mathematical,
mathematical reasoning must be the
source
source of hydraul,ic
hydraulic science. Da Vinci also taught
this
shis in his writings, but his seed fell on barren
ground.
rround.
It
It was
was not
not until
until 1697,
1697, or
or 231
231 years
years ago,
ago, that
that more
more
rapid
rapid progress in the science of river hydraulics
was
was begun by the publication of the first part of
Guglielmini's
Guglielmini’s treatise "Della
“ Della Natura de Fiumi,"
Fiumi,”
the
the second part of which was published 15 years
later
later, after the author's
author’s death. Guglielmini appears
to
ve gained a clearer understanding of the nato h~
have
ture
ture of the motion of water in rivers than any who
had
had preceded him, although he went sadly astray
on
on some details. For example, in his notions about
the
the distribution of velocity at various depths, he
thought
thought that, like effiux
efflux from an orifice in a tall
vessel
vessel, it must move fastest at the bottom. We
may
may j~in
join with Italian engineers in honoring Guglielmini
mini as the "“ Father of the Science of River Hydraulics."
Jraulies.”

Between 100 and 200 years ago, many
distinguished
distinguished Italian engineers and hydraulicians
draulicians published treatises in hydraulics.
lics. About 100 years ago, no less than
63 of these treatises were collected and republished in 11 volumes comprising 5500
pages,
pages, under the titles "“ Raccolta d'autori
d’autori
italiani che tratt-ano
trattano del moto dellacque "”
and "Nurova
‘‘ Nurova Raccolta."
Raccolta.” The first two
volumes
volumes are devoted to the works of
Guglielmini.
Guglielmini. The third volume tells of the
hydraulic
hydraulic studies of Archimedes, Galileo,
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Castelli, Boreth, Torricelli, and Vivicini.
The fourth is by D. Guido Grandi, on the
movement of water, etc. The fifth volume
deals with studies by Manfredi, and the
sixth with those of Poleni, Frizi, and
others.
In 1730, Pitot, Member of the French Academy
of Science, invented the tube with curved end
turned upstream for measuring the velocity of currents, which in greatly improved form we use today, and disproved Guglielmini's idea about the
variation in velocity from top to bottom of a flowing river.
In 1732, experiments made by Couplet on the
discharge of the water pipes leading to the fountains of Versailles, showed an astonishing discrepancy between the actual discharge and that expected from theory as it then stood, and brought
attention to the need of improving these theories.
It is said that some of these cast-iron pipes are
still in use after 200 years of service. It would be
of interest to again test their coefficient of flow.
In 1738, Daniel and John Bernoulli (father and
son) extended the foundation of sound mathematical theory as a basis for hydraulic science by establishing the generalization that has come to be
known as " Bernoulli's principle " and which is one
of the most fundamental and far reaching that has
been made.
From 1743 to 1752, d'Alembert, another early
great mathematical physicist, added to these mathematical foundations of hydraulic science.

The era of intensive experimental research, however, was hardly begun until
164 years ago, in about the year 1764, by
Micholetti in Turin, and Bossut in Paris.
In 1764, Paul Frisi, professor of physics at the
University
University of Milan, wrote his celebrated treatise
on
mn the"
the “ Nature of Torrents"
Torrents ” and gave great credit
to
0 the work of Guglielmini, published half a century
ury before.
Frisi paid his compliments to the mathematicians
ians for the absurd results they had reached by
reasoning
easoning from a priori grounds, and declared that
hydraulics
rydraulics is not a branch of mathematical science,
but
ut is a branch of physics. Although today its conceptions
eptions and its science appear crude, this work of
Frisi
han a cen"risi was so highly regarded that more tthan
tury
ury ago it was translated into the English language
ruage at the cost of the English government for
the
in India, who even then
he use of its en"'ineers
engineers
0
had
1ad begun their gigantic water-storage and irrigation
ration works.

Up to that time, 164 years ago, the sum
total
otal of contributions to hydraulic theory,
other
=V2gh,
ther than the one formula, V
V=V2¢#,
was
of
small
practical
importance,
mainly
was
because
of
the
lack
of
hydraulic
laborahecause
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to
tus in which
apparatus
which to
tories with suitable appara
aa
at
one
ns,
conditio
vary
conveniently
conditions,
one
at
iently
conven
so
of
effects
the
g
studyin
while
time,
studying
the
effects
of
so
time,
doing.
tiBossut publishe
Abbé Bossut
publishedd his "Theore
“ TheoretiIn 1771, Abbe
HydrodynamExperimental Treatise on Hydrodynamcal and Experimental
which
ics.” This work, the most valuable of those which
ics."
large
very
a
of
,
nad
yet
appeared,
contains
details
a
very
large
appeared
had
eA1)eriments made with the greatest
greatest care,
care,
number of experiments
estimatingg
and intended to furnish reliable data for estimatin
ly
problems that common
discharge,
commonly
e, etc., in the problems
discharg
Bossut
occur in practice. Among other matters Bossut
than
accuracy than
determine with greater accuracy
sought to determine
contraction
heretofore
coefficientt of contraction
re the value of the coefficien
heretofo
flows
of the fluid vein, which occurs when water flows
laws of
of
from an orifice in a thin plate, and the laws
of
flux when the orifice has added to it tubes of
efflux
nted
various lengths and figures. He also experime
experimented
considon the motion of water in conduit pipes of considarable length, of various diameter
diameterss and inclinainclina~
erable
tions, and upon the motion in open
open canals
canals and
and
tions,
rivers.
"Vers.

r,
an enginee
The eminen
eminentt Americ
American
engineer,
that
1835
Storrow,, said in
that
Charles S. Storrow
a
were on
ents of Bossut were
experiments
on a
"i“ The experim
great acacsmall scale, it is true; yet their great
judgme nt which he manicuracy, and the judgment
questions to
n of the questions
selectio
fested
selection
to
his
in
fested
ent,
experim
of
oe
submitted
to
the
test
experiment,
be submit ted
of
list of
highes t on the
the list
place him among the highest
lics
hydrau
of
those to whom the science
hydraulics
those
ement."
presen t advanc
awes its present
advancement.”
owes
ago,
It was not until 1775, or 153 years ago,
Engine er of the French
that Chezy,
Chézy, Chief Engineer
that
who
ment of Bridge
Department
Bridgess and Roads, who
Depart
of
ion
express
n
rave
much
attention
to
the
expression
of
attentio
gave
derived
form,
ic
algebra
in
lic laws
nydraulic
algebraic
hydrau
formul a by which, in a
fundam ental formula
the fundamental
rate
compute the rate
ed form, we today compute
simplified
simplifi
s.
»f flow in all sorts of conduit
conduits.
of

V—-—CVRI
= CVRI
V
tical thehalf-century, mathema
preceding half-century,
mathematical
theIn the preceding
the differendeveloped and the
ory had been well developed
differenory
tical discusinvented, and mathema
dal calculus invented,
mathematical
discustial
in physsion had been applied to many problems in
physsion
water.
ics, including sundry theorems about flowing water.
been
to have
mathematicians seem to
have been
In brief, the mathematicians
to apply
n all directions for fields in which to
ooking.inalldirections
apply
looking.i
in
result.s in
s, but without attaining results
inventions,
their invention
at
until at
ce until
cs of much practical importan
hydraulics
importance
hydrauli
150
about the time of which we now write. About 150
entation
hydraulic experim
experimentation
years ago, the era of hydraulic
and
ted in both Italy and
inaugurated
became fairly well inaugura
in some
progress in
France, and since that time progress
some
France,
rapid
branches has been far more definite and more rapid
branches
rhan before.
than

thick
published, in Paris, aa thick
In 1782, Belidor published,
ure, profusely illushydraulic architect
rolume on hydraulic
architecture,
illusvolume
buildart of
rated, which set forth the state of the art
of buildtrated,
hyof hyng water mills at that time, but gave little
little of
ing
empirical laws of flow.
{raulic science or empirical
flow.
draulic
reToulouse, France, reIn 1784, The Academy of Toulouse,
and
orifices,
of
e
discharg
the
on
nts
sorted experime
experiments
discharge
and
ported
flow.
yublished
d some notes upon river flow.
publishe
ten
of his
his ten
In 1786, Dubuat reported the results of
ntation. Although Dubuat'
rears of experime
experimentation.
Dubuat’ss apapyears
by recent
&gt;aratus was on a small scale, judged by
recent
paratus
xamples,, it was larger than used by earlier experiexperiexamples
nenters and his researche
researchess covered a wider range.
range.
menters
rehis reof his
Trom the practical characte
characterr and scope of
From
ent of
earches, and from his care in the arrangem
arrangement
of
searches,
must
that we
believe that
to believe
s, I am inclined to
ypparatus,
we must
apparatu
select either
more
Bossut or Dubuat as entitled, more
either Bossut
select
be
‘han any of those who had preceded them, to
to be
than
Laboratory."
ic Laboratory.”
«alled the "Father
“ Father of the Hydraul
Hydraulic
called

" Following
Dubuat , Storrow says: “Following
Of Dubuat,
by
ting by
suppor
and
‘he exampl
examplee of Bossut
supporting
the
es,
advanc
he advances,
ing which he
ent everyth
experim
sxperiment
everything
ant
ed a most import
Yubuatt has furnish
furnished
important
Dubua
He propose
rs. He
al enginee
guide
ruide to practic
practical
engineers.
proposess
by analogy
ted by
hypothesis, sugges
irst an hypothesis,
suggested
analogy,,
first
may influyr by the various causes which may
influor
and
water,
snee
a
of
stream
of
motion
the
ence
he
ent
shen
calls
experiment
to
his
aid
until
he
experim
then
suffiwith
nt,
represe
to
them
t
1as brough
brought
represent, with suffihas
."
~ient accuracy,
results.”
accuracy, the actual results
cient
water
with water
tly was concerne
Chézy apparen
apparently
concernedd with
Chezy
sipes and artificial canals when he derived his
his fafapipes
nous formula, for he was charged with bringing
bringing
mous
in addition
additional
Dubuat
al water supply into Paris. Dubuat
an
rave greater attention to the flow in rivers and
and dedegave
complicated two-term formula,
ived a much more complicated
rived
ic factor. Dubuat invhich containe
containedd a logarithm
logarithmic
which
" as
c radius "“ R
roduced the mean hydrauli
hydraulic
RB”
as a
a facfactroduced
.or and expresse
expressedd the propellin
propellingg force by the single
tor
erm of slope instead
fall and
and
instead of the two terms of fall
term
of
proceeded to show the great utility of
ength. He proceeded
length.
\is river-flow formula in studying channels
channels,, sinuhis
obstructions.
nsities, and obstructions.
osities,
The very fact that laws of water disdisby
ed
express
be
can
-harge and flow
expressed by an
an
charge
oses laws
presupp
a, presupposes
ic formul
algebraic
formula,
laws of
of
algebra
Chezy,
Dubuat , Chézy,
de. That Dubuat,
lic similitu
nydraulic
similitude.
hydrau
rings of the
ind others had some glimme
glimmerings
and
des and
lic similitu
yreat truths of hydrau
hydraulic
similitudes
and
great
limensional
analysiss is proved by their
ional analysi
dimens
to
ion to
ic express
fforts to give algebra
algebraic
expression
efforts
of
covering a wide range
hydraulic
range of
lic laws covering
hydrau
70
limensions,
ions, but it was not until about 70
dimens
that
enting
experim
t's
Dubua
rears
after
Dubuat’s
experimenting
that
years
‘he value of small-scale
small-scale models for large
the
river
structures
river structu res began to come clearly into
view.
view.
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Coulomb, in 1800, next brought out a further
development in river hydraulics in the two-term
expression for resistance, of which the first term
varied
varied as the square and the second, as the first
power of the veloci1y;
velocity; finding that this served with
greater accuracy for moderate velocities. The need
of
of giving in the formula differing values of the coefficient
efficient for different degrees of roughness seems
not to have been fully realized until the epochmaking researches of Darcy and Bazin a halfcentury or more after Coulomb.

About a hundred years ago several
important works were written by French
engineers relating to river hydraulics; for
example, De Prony's
Prony’s report on the Pontine
Marshes, and the report of Fabre, Chief
Engineer of Pents
Ponts et Chaussees, "“ Essai
sur la Theorie
";
Théorie des Torrens et Rivieres
Riviéres’;
also a treatise entitled "Les
“ Les Moyens les
plus Simples d'en
d’en Empecher
Empécher les Ravages
et d'en
d’en Retrecir
Rétrécir le Lit et d'en
d’en Facilite
Facilité la
Navigation,"
Navigation,” which,
which, although
although comprising
comprising
280
280 pages, tells little of hydraulic science.
Should this list of authors in hydraulic
science that I have recited seem tediously
long, one must remember that it covers
most of the important writers throughout
two centuries. From this point of view,
view.
the
the number is not large.
About
the year
About the
year 1800,
1800, hydraulic
hydraulic experiexperimentation became very active.'
active. The three
works
works of the great French engineer, De
Prony, were published in 1790, 1802, and
1804. With great mathematical skill he
took
took the observations and experiments of
Dubuat and others, and deduced laws
which for more than half a century afterward
ward guided engineers safely in many
lines.
In 1814 and 1815, the German hydraulic
experimenter Eytelwein contributed the
results of his own experiments to the
memoirs -of
of the Academy of Berlin, and
thus
thus added to the precision with which
such computations could be made.
In 1827 to 1832, the French engineers
Poncelet and Lesbros published the results
of their laboratory experiments, made at
the expense of the French Government, on
the discharge of orifices with sharp edges .
or in thin plates; these were such beautiful examples of precise experimentation
that
that their coefficients stand unchallenged
after nearly a century.
century. About 15 or 20

15

years
years later the French engineers Darcy
and
and Bazin made the most magnificent
series
series of hydraulic laboratory experiments
nents ever undertaken. These, also, were
at
it the expense of the French Government.
Their
Their outstanding work was the definite
measurement
neasurement of the influence of roughness
aess of conduit surface upon loss of head
by
Oy friction. The only feature in which we
may
nay not feel satisfied with these researches
searches is that their largest size of orifice
was
vas so much less than those with which
engineers
angineers of today must work, and that
they
hey tell little of the effect of disturbance
in
in the approaching current, with which
the
‘he engineer in practice must often deal.
These researches of Poncelet and Lesbros,
oros, Darcy and Bazin, comprised the
highest
highest development of the hydraulic laboratory
oratory up to 75 years ago and within
their
their range of dimensions and discharges
their
‘heir quality of research has not been excelled.
selled. Bazin later made a series of most
valuable
valuable experiments on the discharge
over weirs.
over
The fact should be emphasized that in
many
many such lines, if a research in hydraulics
lics is well done originally, it need never
be
be done again until a demand comes for
experimental
axperimental values of coefficients having
aa proved wider range, or until the advance
of
of the art requires a more miscoscopic
precision.
precision.
Ninety years ago, Charles S. Storrow,
of
of Boston, published a small but remarkable
able treatise on hydraulics which sets
forth
rorth admirably the state of hydraulic science
ance 100 years ago. Storrow was the besteducated
ducated engineer in America in his day.
He
He had led his class at Harvard College,
had
had continued his studies by reading for
some
some months in the library of Loammi
Baldwin,
Baldwin, who has been called the "Father
“Father
of
»f Civil Engineering in America,"
America,” and
whose
vhose library contained most of the best
engineering
:ngineering books of the day in English,
French,
French, and Italian, and then had gone to
France
France for three years'
years’ further study in
the
the celebrated engineering school at Paris,
the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees.
Chaussées. Estithe
mates
mates made from the equations given in
Storrow's
Storrow’s book from the formulas of

.,
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Prony and Eytelwein upon the delivery of
of
in error to
to
pipes or open canals, would be in
a0 greater extent than that caused by difno
ferent degrees of roughness in conduits of
ferent
the same area, shape, and slope; and estimates of quantity discharged over aa sharpsharpcontraction s, by the
crest weir with end contractions,
near
formula he gave 90 years ago,
ago, are
are near
formula
to
purposes
enough for many practical
to
or
the
the discharge computed by the Francis
Bazin weir formulas in common use today.
Bazin
For example: A comparison of the results of
computing
somputing velocity in feet per second in aa straight
straight
or loss
cast-iron
sast-iron water pipe having a given slope, or
loss
of
of head per 100 feet, by the best formulas of
of aa
used
those most
of those
most used
hundred years ago with some of
today comes out as follows:
Slope,orlcssofh ead perlOO ft.. .. .... 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0

Slope,or loss of head per 100 ft........ oa)

in................ ...
Diameter of pipe, iNu.eeeeerseiesneeees]

6

!~0.1/1.0/1.0]1.0
[24 | 6 -;_;124
[12 | 24

12
112

...•.... 1.011.45 2.10 8.854. 766.80
Velocity
Velocity by de Prony's
Prony’s formula
formula........|1.01{1.45/2.10,3.35/4.76/6.80
formula ....... 0.951.2211.<18 3.008.864.70
Velocity by Eytelwein's
Eytelwein’s formula.......10.95/1.22|1.48/3.00:3.86
4.70
Velocity
formula::
Velocit
Velocity by Hazen &
&amp; Williams formula
.. j0.86 1.32 2.05 2 .9H. 69,7 .08
(for g'=lOO,
C=100, pipes 15 to 19yearsold)
19 years old)..|0.86/1.322.05!2.9414.59/7.08

wide
In a straight uniform channel in earth, 50 ft. wide
walls
at top, 10 ft. deep in center, depth at side walls
44 ft.,
ft.. thence sloping inward 11 on 3, for given slopes:
slopes:
Slope, or
or loss
loss of
of head
ft.....|
..... ,
per 1000 ft
head er
Slope,

0.1.
ft.
0.1

... ,, .
Prony's formula
Velocity by de Prony’s
formula......
Velocity
by Eytelwein's
Velocity
Velocity vy
Eytelwein’s formula....
formula: (Kutter
Velocity
Velocity by Chezy
Chézy formula:
(Kutter
m=0.95 Chézv
C= ...............
ceer-- --a- .
[(C=84)
(0=84)
Chezy 0=
n=0.25,

|

1.0 ft.
8.10
8.10
7.65
7.55

2.41
2.32
2.82

(0=81) 6.55
2.14
2.141(C=81)
6.55

per
Tor the discharge of water in cubic feet per
For
contwo end consecond over a sharp-crest weir with two
tractions:
‘ractions:
...........
in ..................
Head on weir, iN.
ceeeeesens
covceencensnenns
Head
.. . ...
~ubu~t;• formula.........
Quantity by Dubuat’s
formula.....cee.o...oe|
Quantity
.......
Francis’ formula.........
formula.......oeeeeeen|
Quantity by Francis

,_0_1
6

12
12

~
24

.0
12.03
12.03 34.3
34.3 | 07
97.0
11.6.';
11.65 1 82.6
32.6 90.5
90.5

For weirs without end contraction Dubuat
pears
pears to have left the data for
for computating
computating
very indefinite form.
discharge
jischarge in a very

apthe
the

ns of pipe
With
With regard to computatio
computations
and channel flow by formulas of a hundred
years
years ago, the above comparison
comparisonss happen
happen
to show close agreement because these old
authors made a wise selection of coeffiauthors
ss,
Nevertheless,
cients for an average case. Neverthele
‘he difference in discharge due to variathe
tions
“ions in roughness of the interior surface
of the conduit has since been found so
great
great that for the roughest surfaces the
might
discharge for a very rough channel might
be
oe 63 per cent smaller than given in the
the
formulas. and if the channel was
above formulas,

be 133
very
rery smooth, the discharge might be
133
per
ser cent greater than by the formulas of
of
the
pipe the
ay century ago. For a very smooth pipe
discharge
lischarge might be 114 per cent greater,
pipe.
rough pipe.
yr 50 per cent less for a very rough
or
the
Lack of space prevents recital of the
investigalaboratory
hydraulic
successive
uccessive
ions made during the past 75 years, betions
sinning with the notable treatise of Prof.
ginning
Julius
‘ulius Weisbach, of Freiburg, Germany,
although
Ithough the list is not so long
long as
as one
one
might
night expect, considering the importance
but aa few
f the subject. It would take but
few
of
been done
,ages of tables to show, as has been
done
pages
-0 a limited extent in the manuals of Hazen
to
and
nd Williams, of Trautwine and Hering, of
Jafford
Safford and Johnston, and that of Mr.
\Ifred A. Barnes, Associate Member of
Alfred
he Institution of Civil Engineers, London,
the
1916,
916, the chief elements in all of
of the
the rereexperiment s that have
liable
iable hydraulic experiments
een recorded since the days of Frontinus,
been
years ago. Such tables would
nearly
early 2000 years
show the small scale and limited range
show
of
»f many lines of hydraulic data.
to
When one about to use a formula, or to
When
pubfrom aa pubtake
ake hydraulic coefficients from
lished
ished table, is in a cautious mood and
eeks the original record in order to learn
seeks
the
he degree of precision with which these
lata were determined,
determined , often he is startled
data
0 find the extremely small scale of the
to
the exs, surprised at the
original
yriginal experiment
experiments,
on
ent to which liberties of extrapolati
extrapolation
tent
the
for
is
and
taken,
nust
be
thankful
laws
must
of
£ hydraulic similitude. The frequent citacitajon
Dubuat’s century-old determination of Dubuat's
ions of the velocity of current required
tions
-0
to move sand grains or gravel of various
izes is a conspicuou
conspicuouss example. His experisizes
nents in determinin
determiningg the velocity at the
ments
,ottom
of
a stream required to move sand
bottom
grains
rains or pebbles of given size made by
by
dropping
Iropping them into a smooth plank trough
trough
bout 18 inches wide, with water less than
about
a foot deep, have been quoted without qualqualfications in textbook after textbook, as if
ifications
nese velocities were the proper guide to
these
the
ne scouring velocity in beds of great
derivers,
ivers, or the velocity needed both for
for deof
grains
achment and for moving the
tachment
rough,
the
clay,
lay, sand, or pebbles over
rough,
irregular
rrecular river bottom.
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ADVENT OF HYDRAULIC
HYDRAU LIC LABORATORY
LABORA TORY RESEARCH
RESEAR CH

I

There is still great need for at least one
hydraulic
laborator y built upon an excepnydraulic laboratory
tionally
generous scale in which many of
tionally generous
these
nts can be tried over again,
“hese experime
experiments
so as
as to cover dimension
dimensionss with which the
the
engineer
engineer of today has to deal in his design.
In
that the apparatu
[n order
order that
apparatuss should be on a
properly large scale and that the researches
searches should have proper support and
status,
it seems that this laborator
y would
status, it
laboratory
best
be
under some national government.
governme nt.
best
Obviously
laborator y would serve
Obviously such a laboratory
the
the purposes of engineers all around the
world
world almost equally well regardles
regardlesss of
whether
whether it was located at England'
England’ss National
Laborato ry near London,
tional Physical Laboratory
or
at
the
Reichs-A
nstalt at Berlin, or in
or at the Reichs-Anstalt
the
ings of any one of
the congenial
congenial surround
surroundings
the several oth2r
other possible localities. Therefore, not many of these large laboratories
laborator ies
are
are needed
needed for the sole purpose of extending
d on page
ing data
data of th~
the class mentione
mentioned
6.
Several
could
divide
this
field, and
6. Several
after
the
work
after
had all been done there
would
would still be plenty of research problems
left.
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Obviously
Obviously,, when work on the fundamentals
nentals of discharge from orifices and flow
in
thorough ly done on a
n conduits
conduits has been thoroughly
sufficient
wufficient scale, it will not need to be done
over
ver again.
For
For three years past I have been pleading
that the United States Governm
ng that
Government
ent
provide
new laboratory
laborator y of generous
srovide such
such a new
dimension
imensionss and ample facilities. This, if
located
dcated at the Bureau of Standard
Standards,
s, in
Washingt
on, could within two or three
Vashington,
years
ears of diligent work determin
determinee sufficient
coefficien
ts and formulas for orifices,
oeflicients
weirs,
pipes, and canals, with all necessary
veirs, pipes,
precision
ess to satisfy the
recision and completen
completeness
needs
the next century
reeds of
of the
century;; and after this
particula
articularr line of research was finished
there
nere would remain other fields but yet
little
ttle explored in which these same laboratory
ory facilities
facilities could be of great use, particularly
icularly in such problems of river improvemen
‘rovementt and flood control as those mentioned
et seq. There is room
ioned on
on page 7 et
for
generous
rivalry
between five or ten
‘or
such
laborator
ies
in
the
training of stusuch laboratories
dent engineers for work
work for which the
world
world is waiting.

The New Awakening
Awaken ing

I

One might reckon the new awakening
awakenin g of
One
The experime
nts of Fargue in France
experiments
hydraulic laborator
y research as having and
laboratory
and of Osborne Reynolds and Vernonbeen
been begun in France with the excellent Harcourt
in England were of narrow
darcourt in
researche
researchess of Poncelet and Lesbros, fol- range
and
ange and few,
few, but they made use of
lowed by those of Darcy and Bazin. These models
and
of
the principles
principle s of similitude
nodels
similitude,,
were
all models of precision,
precision, and those of and
were all
and so started the new era.
Darcy
and Bazin were epoch-ma
king in
Darcy and
epoch-making
From
From all I have read and seen, I think
their recognition
recognitio n of
the
influence
of
upon itt may
may fairly be said that the new awakenflow of roughnes
roughnesss of the conduit wall.
ing
ng in
in river hydraulic
hydraulicss began actively in
In
hydraulic s, following Hum- the
In river hydraulics,
laborator y of Dr. Hubert
he modest laboratory
phreys
phreys and Abbott, after a rather long Engels
at
Dresden,
Germany , about 35
tngels
Germany,
interval,
am's Roorkee ex- years
interval, came Cunningh
Cunningham’s
ago.
Here
Engels
succeeded Zeuner,
rears ago. Here
periment
perimentss on canals, and Revy's
Revy’s measure- and
Zeuner
had
ind
been a pupil of Weisbach.
Weisbach.
ments
ments and studies of laws of flow in cer- This
"his Dresden "Flussba
“ Flussbau
Laboratorium
u Laborato
rium"
tain
tain South American rivers; but neither was
laborator ies and revas soon
soon followed by laboratories
of
these can
can be classed as laboratory
laborator y re- searches
of these
searches of similar character at several
search;
in
fact,
the
lack
of
a
laboratory in other
search;
laboratory
European engineering
engineeri ng colleges.
ther European
which
suppleme nt the observations
observations
which to supplement
Strange to say, in view of the size of our
made on the rii•er
river seems to have been the rivers
ce of the problems
rivers and the importan
importance
main
main reason why each of these authors did they
represent
in
navigatio
n and flood con‘hey
navigation
not
progress toward establish- trol,
not make
make more
more progress
there is not yet in America even one
rol, there
ing
ng a science in ri-ver
river hydraulic
hydraulics.
s.
laborator
aboratoryy well equipped for the study of
3
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river problems; and still more strange, the
military
military engineers to whom American
river and harbor problems have been given
to
to keep them employed in times of peace,
have not yet awakened to the utility or
understanding
understanding of research of this kind.
They
" of
They are still in the "“ phlogiston age
age”
applied
applied science.
At nearly all of the large engineering
schools in America hydraulic laboratories
of the simple character needed for demonstrating to undergraduate students the
elementary
elementary principles of flow through
orifices and pipes and over weirs, have
been
been in course of development for from
ten
ten to thirty years. In a few American
engineering
engineering colleges, notably at Cornell
University,
University, at Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
stitute, and at the University of Iowa,
these
these student laboratories have been built
outside
outside of the main college buildings, on a
remarkably
remarkably generous scale, and in addition
tion to their aid in teaching have served
for
for important researches in establishing
coefficients for discharge over various
forms of dams, for improvement in turbine
bine draft-tubes, for testing velocity
meters,
meters, and for many other valuable investigations.
vestigations. Also, at the University of
Pennsylvania a small laboratory is being
developed on original lines. At Cornell,
Saph and Schoder made an extremely valuable
aable set of ~xperiments
experiments of limited range
on the loss of head and capacity of small
pipes,
pipes, and on temperature effects. At
Magill,
Magill, some interesting experiments were
made
made on orifice discharge, etc. At the
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and at the California Institute of TechTechnology, experiments have been made on
models of siphon spillways, etc. I have
been
been greatly interested in what I have
seen
seen at the laboratories named, and there
doubtless is much that is worthy of notice
to
to be found in others that I have not visited; but so far as I have been able to
learn, not one of these American college
laboratories is equipped for the larger
problems
problems of river and harbor regulation.
It is my strong belief that within a few
years,
years, largely
largely as
as aa result
result of
of the
the demondemonstrations to be found
found: in the following

papers
capers on European hydraulic laboratories,
;ories, there will be five or ten new hydraulic
ic laboratories in American engineering
colleges,
-olleges, each weJl
well provided with canals
having
having glass walls, in which practice will
be
se given in the application of dimensional
analysis
analysis and the use of scale models; and
with
with river-flow tanks in which researches
:an be worked out on sedimentation and
can
erosion,
srosion, and on groins, retards, and the
laws
aws of transportation of debris.
The awakening in laboratories for improvement
provement of water turbines, following
the
the epoch-making tests of Francis and
Mills
Mills at Lowell, was chiefly promoted by
the
‘he Holyoke testing flume. Several American
can manufacturers of hydraulic turbines,
notably
1otably the S. Morgan Smith Co., the
I.[. P. Morris Corp., the Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co.,
Jo., and possibly some others, have since
built
yuilt private laboratories in which to perfect
‘ect the design of their turbines by means
of
»f experiments upon models having about
one-fifth
»ne-fifth part of the linear dimensions of
their
heir largest turbines. Since discharge
capacities
-apacities for the same head vary somewhat
what as the square of the linear dimen2 power of the
sions
sions and roughly as the 3/
3/2
head,
this
means
that
the
model,
by means
head,
of
of which designs are perfected, may have
only
only a hundredth part of the discharge
capacity,
-apacity, or perhaps (as in the case of
recent
recent Niagara installations) only onethousandth
thousandth part of the power
power of the turbine
bine which is to be shaped from the model.
This
This shows aa proved faith in models and
the
hydraulic similitude
che principles
principles of
of hydraulic
similitude
our
river
engineers
would do well
which
which
to
0 note! Certain ml:l.nufacturers
manufacturers of centrifugal
ugal pumps have followed a similar course.
In certain problems of great practical
importance,
‘mportance, for example, the determination
tion of the ratio of useful effect to power
expended
axpended in some of the giant hydro-turbines
jines. of recent years, the laboratory has
been
seen taken into the field and methods of
wonderful
wonderful delicacy and precision devised
for
for measuring the quantity of water discharged.
-harged. Such are the methods of chemihydrometry
hydrometry of B. F. Groat applied to testing
ing the great turbines drawing water from
the
the St. Lawrence river at Messina, N. Y.,
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and the salt-solution-injection method of
Professor Allen; also the marvelously simple and effective method devised by Mr.
Gibson, Assistant Chief Hydraulic Engineer
neer of the American Niagara Falls Power
Plant, for gaging the discharge by weighing
ing -— by means of a photographic record
of a manometer combined with a seconds
pendulum -— the momentum of a water
column, hundreds of tons in weight,
quickly brought to rest by closing tb,e
the turbine gate. The water supply to a 60,000
horsepower turbine can thus be weighed
with an apparatus that can be carried in
man’s hand!
aa man's
These methods are described in the
Transactions
Transactions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, so that,
here, we hardly need do more than express
appreciation of the ingenuity and beauty
of these methods of making the great turbine structures a part of a hydraulic laboratory.
oratory.
That
That in America we have not yet even
one river-flow laboratory comparable with
those of Germany is strange, because the
rivers of the United States present some
of the most important hydraulic problems
that can be found anywhere in the world.
Also,
Also, this absence is strange because it
was in America that, seventy years ago,
the most ambitious research on river
hydraulics ever attempted anywhere in
was. carried out in the "* Rethe world was.
searches on the Physics and Hydraulics of
the
the Mississippi
Mississippi by
by Captain
Captain Humphreys
Humphreys
and Lieutenant Abbott,"
Abbott,” of the U. S.
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Army Engineers. These young but able
observers began on broadly conceived
plans which they were prevented from
completing mainly by the American Civil
War. I believe the close student of their
work will conclude that they fell short in
their great opportunity because of not
having a laboratory in which they could
work out the problems of the large river
by means of models, and in which they
could control and vary the conditions
affecting flow, one by one, and in which
they could develop a better current meter.
Meanwhile, outside the schools and laboratories, certain American hydraulicians
of remarkable genius have left their impression on the art, if not on the science,
and helped largely in this hydraulic awakening. Foremost perhaps among these
stood Captain James B. Eads, of St. Louis
bridge and Mississippi jetty fame, who
seems to have acquired through many
years of steamboat life and of raising
wrecks, a marvelous understanding of the
moods and habits of the Mississippi River,
with no laboratory other than that found
in the river itself.
Swain and McCormick, among the
American turbine designers, made their
first revolutionary designs prior to any
extended experimentation, largely " out of
their own heads," as the saying is, but
later made much use of models in perfecting them. Boyden, also a self-taught
genius, was more of a laboratory man and
is to be reckoned among the founders of
the Lowell group of precise, large-scale
experimenters.

Some Noteworthy American Hydraulic Laboratories and Experiments
Although the title for this volume indicates that it deals only with European laboratories and their work, nevertheless it
seems worth while to review briefly some
of the experimental work that has been
done on a grand scale in certain American
hydraulic laboratories, in order properly
to complete the picture of the present state
of
of the art.
About 87 years ago a group of American
engineers began some remarkable experi-

ments
ments on a far larger scale and with far
greater
yreater precision than found in the earlier
European
furopean work, and some 70 years ago
(as
as already mentioned), American engineers
1eers made an auspicious start in river
hydraulics
1ydraulics by field studies upon one of the
chief
hief rivers of the world.
What we may call the New England
School
School of precise, large-scale hydrauliclaboratory
laboratory experimentation was begun at
Lowell,
Lowell, Massachusetts, about 87 years
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ago, and was carried on there and in its
vicinity by five remarkable engineers in
succession: Charles S. Storrow, Uriah
Boyden, James B. Francis, Joseph P.
Davis, and Hiram F. Mills. I had the
good fortune and inspiration as a young
engineer of knowing intimately all but
Boyden of this group. Each was a rare
spirit and an apostle of accuracy. Their
work was of wide influence in setting up
and carrying abroad new standards of
careful,
careful, precise experimentation, as many
young men trained under their influence
went
went forth to other fields.
The researches of James B. Francis
were
made in
in the
the immediate interest of the
were made
water-power development on the Merrimack River at Lowell, and were reported
in
in part in a volume entitled "‘“ The Lowell
Hydraulic Experiments,"which
Experiments,” which is a classic
for methods of precision, clear thinking,
and
and positiveness of its proofs. The particular
ticular experiments reported in this volume related to the precise measurement
of large volumes of water, and to testing
the
the efficiency of turbine water wheels with
aa high degree of precision.
This Lowell series began in 1841, prior
to
to Francis'
Francis’ becoming chief engineer of the
Locks
Locks and Canals Company, with experiments made by Baldwin, Whistler, and
Storrow to determine precisely the relations
tions of the measured mean velocity to the
center-surface velocity as shown by surface
face floats carefully timed. These experiments were made in three parallel rectangular flumes, each about 150 ft. long
and 27
.25 ft. wide by 8 ft. deep. The doc27.25
trines
frines of hydraulic similitude, so much
used
used nowadays, were not then clearly
understood,
understood, and so they felt compelled to
construct a measuring apparatus within
this
this flume which constituted the most
gigantic
gigantic rotary water meter that has ever
been
been built.
The current to be measured was spread
out
out in a canal 80 ft. wide by 4.5 ft. deep,
in which seven large paddle wheels, each
17 ft. in diameter by 10 ft. long, all coupled
to one shaft, were closely fitted to the
channel walls with only one-quarter inch
of clearance. A curved bedplate, longer

than
than the distance between the outer edges
of
Of the paddles, prevented passage except
within
vithin the space between the paddles. The
depth
lepth of water was only about half the
radius
-adius of the paddle wheel and was carefully
‘ully measured continuously, so that the
product
sroduct of the space between the paddles
and
ind the number of revolutions per minute
measured
neasured the discharge with high precision.
:ision.
Many tests were made in two canals
having
1aving slightly different depths and velocities
ies of flow. In the western canal, 27 ft.
wide
wide by 8 ft. deep, with mean velocity
about
wbout 3.20 ft. per sec. and 580 cu. ft. per
sec.
sec. discharged, the coefficient, or relation
of
f mean velocity to center-surface velocity,
was found to be 0.847.
was
In the Merrimack canal, 30 ft. wide by
83 ft. deep, having a mean velocity of about
2.14
2.14 ft. per sec. with 420 cu. ft. per sec.
passing,
sassing, the coefficient, or relation of mean
to
0 center-surface velocity, was found to
re 0.814.
be
Repeated tests showed few variations of
more
these means.
nore than 1 per cent from these
I believe these discharges, from 420 to
580
380 cu. ft. per sec., were the largest volumes
mmes of flowing water which had ever
been
yeen measured with so high a degree of
precision
yrecision up to that time anywhere in the
world.
world. All through these hydraulic researches
searches of the Lowell School upon coeffiof large discients
vients for measurement of
charges
‘harges by surface floats, deep-tube floats,
or
or weirs, it was the fixed purpose to take
such
such extreme care in design and use of
apparatus
apparatus that the margin of error should
not
not exceed 1 or 2 per cent. This was a
standard
standard of precision in measurement of
large
arge volumes that previously had been
unknown,
inknown, and is seldom equalled today,
87
37 years later than the tests by Storrow,
Baldwin,
Baldwin, and Whistler.
These engineers compared their results
with
with those obtained many years earlier by
Dubuat,
Dubuat, reported by De Prony, in experimental
mental flumes only 1.5 ft. wide, with
depths
jepths of from 0.2 to 0.8 ft. and velocities
of
&gt;f from 0.5 to 4.25 ft. per sec. and a discharge
charge only one five-hundredth part as
great;
great; and noted that the coefficients found

.
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H
for
g mean velocity from the
for determinin
determining
measured
center-surf
ace velocity were
measured center-surface
practically
practically the
the same for the small as for
the
the large
large flume. Although they do not
say
so,
say so, by
by their
their noting of this constancy
of
of relation
relation over a wide range of dimensions
sions they helped to establish the doctrine
of hydraulic similitude.
It
It is
is of
of interest
interest as proving the zeal of
these
these early American engineers for extreme
nt, that they
treme accuracy
accuracy of mea~ureme
measurement,
were
were not
not content
content to
to apply
apply these coefficients
to
to measuring
measuring the discharge in certain
other Lowell mill canals where it seemed
to
es in the
to them possible that irregulariti
irregularities
approachin
g channel might cause irregapproaching
ular
ular distribution of velocities such that the
relation
ace
relation of
of mean
mean velocity to center-surf
center-surface
velocity
velocity would no longer be sufficiently
close
close to
to 0.847 or 0.814. Therefore, Mr.
Francis
Francis was
was later
later given opportunity to
make
g
make his
his careful
careful studies for establishin
establishing
convenient
convenient and accurate methods of using
floating
floating rods
rods or tubes, deeply immersed
and
and traversing
traversing successively almost the entire
tire width
width of the cross section, by means
of
of which
which the
the velocity of flowing water in
open
rectangula r channels could be meaopen rectangular
sured.
sured.
These latter deep-float tests were calibrated
brated by means of the Francis standard
methods
nt, which had
methods of weir measureme
measurement,
been
been perfected in the intervening ten or
twelve
twelve years. In general, with velocities
all
way from 0.5 to 5.0 ft. per sec.,
all the
the way
Mr.
Francis
Mr. Francis found that the velocity in
flumes
flumes 100 ft. long by 10 ft. deep, as determined by averaging the transit times
times of
all
all of
of the
the floats
floats by means of a graph, for
the case in which the clearance beneath the
float
per cent of the length of the
float was
was 1
1 per
float,
precisely the same as the mean
float, was precisely
velocity of the entire cross section of the
flume.
When the clearance beneath the floating
tube
per cent of the float length,
tube was
was 10
10 per
the
the floats was 2.5 per cent
the velocity
velocity of the
greater
greater than
than the mean velocity of the
cross
ions were made
cross section.
section. Determinat
Determinations
for intermedia
te percentage
intermediate
percentagess of clearance
and
and an empirical formula and a table of
coefficients
coefficients were presented covering the
ordinary range.

'
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Certainly,
Certainly, it was well worth while to
prove
that enormous
srove that
enormous quantities of water
could
thus be expeditiously
expeditiously gaged with a
ould thus
margin
nargin of
of error
error of less than 2 per cent, if
only
they could be brought through a long,
nly they
straight
straight rectangula
rectangularr flume of uniform
ross section.
cross
The
The methods
methods and coefficients thus developed
eloped by
by Mr.
Mr. Francis over seventy years
ago
for
measureme
nt of velocity in open
1go for measurement
rectangula
r
canals
by
means of deep floats
ectangular canals
have
regularly
been
1ave regularly been used up
up. to the present
day
lay in
in measuring
measuring the water drawn by
most
the large
large Lowell mills and by sevof the
nost of
eral
ral of those at Lawrence. The six flumes
inn which most of these measurements
measureme nts are
made
Lowell are about 150 ft. long by
nade at
at Lowell
50
»0 ft.
ft. wide
wide and 8 or 10 ft. in depth, and
ordinary
1500 to 2000
rdinary quantities are from
from-1500
cu.
ft.
per
sec.
Also,
many
measureme
‘u. ft. per sec.
measurements
nts
are
ire made
made in
in flumes
flumes about 5 ft. deep by
155 ft. wide with velocities of from 2 to 6 ft.
per
er sec.
Next in the Lowell series were Mr.
Next
Francis'
francis’ experiment
experimentss upon large weirs.
The
The formula that has been standard in
American
\merican practice now for seventy years
was
s.
vas the
the result
result of these experiment
experiments.
Up
Up to the time of the Francis experiments,
nents, the best data for the weir discharge
were
experiment s of Poncevere those from the experiments
let
Lesbros in 1828, made with depths
et and
and Lesbros
only
about one-eighth as great and with
nly about
the
he quantity discharged not more than
0.20
per sec., or 1/320
.20 cu.
cu. ft. per
1/820 part of that
handled
iandled by Francis. Also, there were experiments
reriments by Castel in 1835, with a maximum
and a maximum quannum depth
depth of
of 4
4 in. and
tity
about 1.27 cu. ft. per sec.; and
ity of
of about
others
thers by Boileau in 1846 with depths up
too 8.6 in.; all of which were carried on
with
vith great care, although with diminutive
ive apparatus. Earlier experiment
experimentss than
these
hese were
were crude approximat
approximations.
|
ions.
Positive
measureme
nt of discharges up
Positive measurement
to
per sec. was made by Mr.
0 65
65 cu.
cu. ft.
ft. per
Francis
francis with high precision in the chamber
er of
of a
a navigation
navigation lock, by means of a
swinging
swinging gate which switched the current
of
f water in or out within a fraction of a
second,
second, while
while the time record was made by
means
neans of an electric contact and a chronometer.
1o0meter. The depths above the crest of the
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weir ranged from 0.6 to 1.57 ft. In general
the
the limit of error in the quantity measured
was
was held down positively to about 1 per
cent.
This series, with direct measurement of
the discharge in a tank, was preceded by
other weir experiments of a different character, in which no direct measurement of
the quantity was made, but in which the
discharge
discharge was kept at a constant rate
while
while the form of weir orifice was varied.
In some experiments there was no end
contraction; in others there were two or
four end contractions. In some experiments the length of weir was shortened
and the depth thereby increased and the
law was deduced that discharge varied as
the
7 power of the depth. This is so
the 1.4
1.47
nea,r
near to the 3/2 power that the greater
convenience in computing the square root
of the cube justified its use, although it is
slightly
slightly less precise.
Francis'
Francis’ formula, based on these largescale experiments, when compared with
the earlier experiments on a small scale
is found to give results about 2 per cent
smaller than those of Poncelet and Lesbros, about 3 per cent smaller than those
of Castel, and from 0.5 to 1.5 per cent
smaller than those of Boileau. This remarkably accurate application of the
formula
formula over the wide range covered by
these
these smaller quantities of the early experiments
periments up to quantities from 50 to
to 300
times
times as great, again justified the law of
hydraulic
hydraulic similitude.
Francis found, as did Boileau, that
heads were the same when measured by a
simple orifice in the side of
of the flume 8 ft.
upstream
upstream from the crest, as when measured by means of a perforated pipe across
the
the flume immediately below the weir.
Fteley and Stearns made similar observations
tions years afterward, but did not find
precise
precise agreement.
All through Mr. Francis'
Francis’ experimentation,
tion, he took great pains to measure the
effect of disturbances upon the precision
of measurement. In the course of other
experiments upon weirs, the level of the
water
water on the downstream side of the weir
crest
crest was gradually raised until the crest

was
was slightly
slightly submerged.
submerged. By
By precise
precise meameasurements
surements he found that discharge was
not
not affected sensibly so long as it was 3
8 in.
or
more
below
the
crest.
When
just
level
Jr more below the crest. When just level
with
vith the crest, the effect was barely sensible.
le. When ¾
34, in. above, the contraction of
the
under
side
of the sheet of water going
he
over
wer the weir was partially suppressed
and
ind the discharge increased about 0.7 per
cent.
:ent. When raised to 1.25 in. above the
crest,
rest, a diminution·
diminution of discharge occurred.
This
Fhis diminution increased rapidly as the
backwater
)ackwater was increased.
Experiments for the improvement of
turbines
urbines were next in order at the Lowell
Laboratory,
.aboratory, and out
out of these grew the
inward-flow
nward-flow type known as the Francis
turbine,
urbine, now in general use throughout the
world.
vorld. This inward-flow type is a sort of
antithesis
intithesis to the outward-flow, Fourneyron
*on or Boyden type, which at that time and
for
‘or many years later was the favorite in
the
he larger American water-power plants.
Although this inward-flow type bears
Francis'
‘rancis’ name, its shape was largely
changed,
hanged, first by a skilled Lowell mechanic,
hanie, A. M. Swain (already mentioned),
who
vho was possessed of an inborn sense of
avoiding
wvoiding friction loss in eddies by leading
water
vater gently around corners, and who
added
.dded the feature of downward flow. Improvement
yrovement was aided by suggestions from
Hiram
Tiram F
F.. Mills. Later the inward-flow
design
iesign was modified by McCormick and
others,
thers, who added a partial outward turn
to
‘0 the discharge.
In line with other examples of use of
small
small models and confidence in the doctrine
rine of similitude, it is worthy of note
that
hat Francis'
Francis’ first center-vent model turbine
was
only 1.9 ft. in diameter, its water
rine
passages
rassages only 0.24 ft. high, its head only
2.5
2.5 ft., and its discharge only 2.2 cu. ft.
per
50 part of the discharge,
ser sec., or 1/
1/50
and
and its power only 0.46 or only 1/300 part
of
yf the horsepower of the full-sized practical
ical turbine which he next built for the
Boot
Joot Cotton Mills at Lowell. This again
showed
howed understanding of the principles of
hydraulic
1ydraulic similitude, which has become so
fruitful
ruitful in the development of the optimum
num shape for turbine buckets in both
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NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
European and American laboratories during the past 10 or 15 years.
EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTS BY
BY HIRAM
HIRAM F.
F. MILLS
MILLS

Mr. Mills was another graduate of the
New
New England school of precise large-scale
hydraulic
hydraulic experimentation. In his younger
days he had worked under a commission
of which Charles S. Storrow was the leading
ing member, gaging the flow of the Concord and Sudbury Rivers with a view to
the
the drainage of large marshes. In the
course of time it became important accurately to gage the water supplied to the
Lawrence
Lawrence factories on the Merrimack
River
River 10 miles downstream from Lowell,
and
and from which was developed a total of
about 15,000 horsepower. Mr. Mills, who
had in the meantime also assisted Mr.
Francis in his Lowell hydraulic experiments,
ments, was called to become chief engineer
of the Lawrence Water Power. He forthwith set about to devise improved methods
for
for water measurement on a large scale.
He built two important testing flumes,
or laboratories, as we now call them. In
these he tried out and perfected several
modifications of the pitot tube, improving
on Darcy's
Darcy’s model, and finally greatly simplified the application of Pitot's
Pitot’s idea, by
using piezometers on the conduit wall for
determining the zero line and by using a
small, plain, smooth hole in the side of a
1-in.
1-in. brass tube, without mouthpiece or
any projection for receiving and transmitting the pressure due to velocity head.
In some of his instruments used for
measuring velocity in conduits 9 ft. in
diameter simultaneously at many points
across the diameter, a single tube 1 in. in
diameter
diameter contained
contained as
as many
many as
as twenty
twenty of
of
these
these pressure-measurement orifices, all
carefully in line, and each connecting with
a separate small tube inside the long,
straight brass tube 1 in. in diameter that
was inserted in the turbine penstock.
From each of these small tubes a rubber
tube led to a glass-tube manometer on the
scaleboard. All
All these glass tubes were connected by a manifold across their tops,
within which air pressure could be raised
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or lowered as desired above or below the
atmospheric pressure.
These instruments could be revolved and
the inclination of their orifices to the axis
the
of
»f the conduit measured on a dial. The
twisting
‘wisting or spiral motion of water existing
in
having an irregular enn many conduits having
trance
rance for water was revealed by revolving
ng the instrument until a given orifice
showed
showed pressure equal to that of the piezometers,
rometers, reading the dial, and then similarly
arly revolving the instrument in the opposite
site direction. Midway between the two
readings
~eadings was the direction of flow.
As a first step toward researches on the
laws
aws of flow in open and closed conduits,
Mr.
Ir. Mills undertook an extensive research
to
measured by an
0 determine if pressure measured
open
pen water column communicating with
a1 conduit through an orifice in the conduit
wall,
vall, rose to precisely the same level as
the
he water surface in the conduit at a point
immediately
mmediately above this orifice. He made
experiments
’Xperiments upon such orifices of various
shapes
hapes and inclinations and over a large
range
‘ange of velocities.
He concluded, after many hundred
observations,
&gt;bservations, that if the edges of the
orifice
rifice were truly in the plane of the surface,
‘ace, the indications of the piezometer
would
vould be correct. In other words, he found
the
he level of the still water in the small
chamber
hamber connected with the orifice was
precisely
recisely level with the water surface in
the
he open conduit in the same cross section,
whatever
vhatever the velocity past the orifice, or
whether
vhether near top or bottom. These experiments,
nents, made fifty years ago, are described
inn the Transactions of the American Academy
:my of Sciences, Boston, Mass., for 1878.
I[ had the great good fortune of being Mr.
Mills'
Mills’ principal assistant for nearly 10
years.
rears.
About
About this time Mr. Mills established
ay laboratory for calibrating his various
forms
‘orms of pitot tube by means of a weir of
the
he standard Francis model, in connection
with
vith a flume 4 ft. wide, 6 ft. high, and
about
Experiabout 400 ft. long, known as "“ The Experimental
mental Penstock,"
Penstock,” in which a great variety
of
of tests were made.
Later, he built a second laboratory at
the lower locks in Lawrence, primarily,

.
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also, for testing special forms of pitot tube
to be used in measuring velocity of discharge in closed conduits leading to the
water wheels of the mills; but fitted for a
large variety of other experiments. A
12-in. pipe about 350 ft. long led to a tall
forebay, from which the discharge and
velocity through the entire system could
be regulated at a very precisely made gate,
12 in. wide, having sharp edges, which
could be set to any desired height from
zero to 12 in. The jet
jet from this orifice gave
beautiful illustrations of the changing
shape of the contracted vein and, as depth
of orifice was increased, gave opportunity
also for experiments on coefficients of discharge.
charge.
This jet, in turn, fed a series of carefully built, smooth plank flumes from two
to
to four feet in width, each about a hundred
feet long, one leading into the next, and
each
cach series set at a different slope. The
depth in these flumes could be varied from
an inch up to more than a foot by
by varying
the
discharge.
Finally
the
discharge
was
the
measured
directly
in
terms
of
cubic
feet
measured
per second, in one of the old, unused navigation locks which had been tightened and
carefully calibrated, first, by direct linear
measurement, and, second, by precise determinations
terminations of dilation and leakage.
Particular attention was given to
to determining
termining the distribution of velocity
throughout the various cross sections of
the
the experimental flume, in various of the
water-wheel
water-wheel penstocks of Lawrence, and
also in the cross section of the long twelveinch
inch pipe; also, to noting the departures
from the parabolic law near the walls, and
to
to tracing the change in the law of flow
near the conduit walls.
Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, the results of these elaborate experiments made 40 to 50 years
ago have never been published or completely reduced to usable form. At about
the
the time that they apparently were nearing completion Mr. Mills was appointed a
member of the Massachusetts State Board
of Health and became profoundly interested in the improvement of the sanitary
quality
quality of public supplies of water for

drinking
drinking and domestic purposes, and the
writer,
writer, who had been Mr. Mills'
Mills’ principal
assistant,
left
his
employ
for
other fields
assistant,
of
activity.
of
For 28 years Mr. Mills gave his services
without
without fee or salary to the State, and the
loss
oss to hydraulic science was compensated
for
or by his virtually founding the new science
nce of purification of water by filtration
and
ind that of purifying sewage by intermittent
ent filtration. His hydraulic laboratory
was
vas refitted for a laboratory of sanitary
science.
icience. Under his inspiring leadership
Nature's
Nature’s methods of purifying water
through
hrough bacterial action and nitrification,
or
vr "wet
“wet burning,"
burning,” were worked out by
Professor
&gt;rofessor Sedgwick, Professor Drowne,
and
wd others. Several of his assistants of
those
hose days have since become leaders in
the
he profession of public health engineering,
ng, notably Allen Hazen, George W.
Fuller,
Tuller, and Harry W. Clarke. Seldom has
there
here been a finer example of a great man
giving
yiving the best of his life to problems of
public
wblic welfare without thought of pecuary gain, or of a man more modest in
niary
telling
alling of his own part in the researches
published
ublished under the official title of a Government
crnment Bureau.
After his retirement from active practice,
ice, and at an age of from 80 to 84 years,
Mr.
Mr. Mills resumed his hydraulic studies
and
nd began writing out his notes upon the
laws
aws of flow of water in straight cylindrical
'rical pipes, which have been recently
published
ublished by the American Academy of
Arts
\rts and Sciences. Some time I hope to
join
or two of Mr. Mills'
oin with one ‘or
Mills’ other
former
‘ormer assistants in digging out extracts
from
rom his old notebooks and publishing
some
ome of the results of his many other
hydraulic
vdraulic experiments.
Mr. Mills also made valuable contributions
tons to turbine design, particularly in his
test
est upon a 42-in. Swain inward- and
downward-flow
lownward-flow turbine, and particularly
in
n his suggestions to the inventor about
improving
mproving this design. This wheel was
an
the original Francis
an improvement on
on.the
inward-flow
nward-flow turbine, and after 53 years is
still
till a leading modern type.
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BOSTON
BoSTON WATER
WATER WORKS
WORKS EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTS
eo.

.

Joseph P. Davis, city engineer of Boston
0 og
of Bestdein
the golden age of its dish
engineering
partment, had been a college-mate and a
warm friend of Mr. Mills, and was himself
erinspiration
" 0 to
: all
o ¢ his
Is engineering
englnecring
an
all of
corps,
oe
ny
cones
this
a
re
recorps.: In due course this enthusiasm
)
.
sulted
sulted both
both in
in sound
sound engineering
engineering and
and in
in
various contributions to hydraulic engineering data,
data, such as "“ Researches on
Evaporation,"
by Desmond Fitzgerald;
Evaporation ” by
the weir
weir experiments
A
of Fteley
Fteley and
and
the
of
Stearns; the experiments on friction loss
at various velocities of discharge in the
tunnel of the Boston main drainage
tunnel
works; the pipe-flow experiments on the
Rosema ry Siphon
Siphon and
and in
in the
the Sudbury
Sudbury ConConRosemary
duit;
duit; and
and in
in aa series
series of
of printed
printed technical
technical
reports
recording
facts
and
reports recording facts and giving
giving drawdrawings
ings of
of important
important structures
structures built
built under
under
he city
oily engineer's department.
department
the
Noteworthy among
amone these
these contributions
con tributions
Noteworthy
from the
the Boston
Boston Water
wv] ter Works
Works are
are the
the
from
experiments on discharge of weirs with
crest, made
sharp crest and with rounded crest,
at the Sudbury Aqueduct, just prior to its
being put into service. A section of the
aqueduct was used as a measuring basin
and the circumstances permitted a high
order of accuracy. The apparatus used in
these
these experiments had been erected for the
purpose of accurately measuring the discharge of the new conduit, and this was
made
made to serve the double purpose of providing new data on the laws of conduit
flow
flow and discharge of weirs.
Fteley and Stearns sought to more precisely determine:
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ments
ments upon a section of the Sudbury Aqueduct
duet having natural rough rock sides and
also
lined with
also on
on aa long
long section
section smoothly
smoothly lined
with
brick,
rick, showing the great economy of a
smooth lining; and experiments upon the
hydraulic
wydraulic qualities in discharge and friction
ion loss
loss of
of the
the new
new tunnel
tunnel of
of the
the Boston
Boston
in
drainage works.
works.
main
drainage
a rainag into details with these exe
I have
ave gone
gone into
11g details with these examples
quoted
above
imples quoted above to
to an
an extent
extent unnecesunnecessary
except
for
the
purpose
'#1Y except for the purpose of
of emphasizaphasia.
ing
ng the
the fact
fact that
that these
these hydraulic
hydraulic experiexperiments
of
the
New
England
nents of the New England engineers
engineers were
were
with
vith large-scale
large-scale apparatus,
app aratus, and
and that
that their
their
observations
a refinement
ybservations were
were made
made with
witharefinement
of
precision that
f method
method and
and a
a degree
degree of
of precision
thik
has
as never
never been
been excelled
excelled in
in hydraulic
hydraulic exexperimentation. This work of Storrow
et
Francis, and their
successors a
may fairl;
o
said
?
to
mark
the
beginning of
wy aa new
new
be said
to
mark
the
beginning
.
.
.
era,
ra, in
in awakening
awakening all
all of
of the
the young
young engiengineers
€€rS around
around them
them to
to the
the value
value of
of extreme
extreme
care
Te and precision of measurement and to
the importance of experimenting with
he importance of experimenting with
large-scale
arge-scale apparatus
apparatus and
and to
to setting
setting traps
traps
for
°F possible
possible errors.
errors. None
None of
of these
these men,
men,
however,
became
engaged
on
problems
‘'OWeVer, became engaged on problems of
of
river
particularly in
Iver structures
structures or
or particularly
in the
the
fields
lelds cultivated
cultivated by
by Engels
Engels and
and his
his sucsuccessors.
€SSOrs.

partment,had been acollege-mateand o 'mooth lining; and experiments upon the

11 The effect of velocity of approach upon discharge.
charge.
2 Greater precision in measuring discharge with
small~r
smaller depths than those with which Mr. Francis
experimented.
sxperimented.
3 The eff~ct
effect upon discharge of broadening the
crest of a weir, or of change from a sharp crest to
one rounded at various small radii.
4 The effect of submergence of weir crest by
b~ckwater.
backwater. {Their
(Their apparatus did not permit a
wide range for this series.)

The Boston city engineer's
engineer’s office also
contributed some precise and valuable experiments
periments on the discharge of new castiron water pipe 4.0 ft. in diameter; experi-
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HOLYOKE TESTING FLUME
Next in order we may describe the laboratory built by the Water Power Company at Holyoke, Massachusetts, about
1880, chiefly in order to provide a convenient place in which tests and experiments could be made on turbine water
wheels of modern commercial sizes and in
which the power company could rate as
water meters the turbines that were to
draw from their canals by determining
their discharge at various heights of gate,
speed, and effective head. This Holyoke
laboratory also has served for sundry
other lines of hydraulic experiment and
has been of inestimable value in the development of American water wheels of high
efficiency, manufactured in quantity at
extremely moderate cost, or built at short
notice from a few sets of standard foundry
patterns.
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This Holyoke laboratory also has given iron
ron pipes were used under high heads
an
with extremely high velocities and rean opportunity for inventors (as in case with
of
of McCormick) to have their new inven- markably
narkably small factors of safety against
tions put to impartial accurate test at low bursting.
ursting. . His
His own
own experiments
experiments occupy
occupy
cost,
1early 90 page.s
pages of this volume.
cost, and has given an opportunity to nearly
American
We have space here only to note that he
American turbine builders to perfect the
shape
shape of their models by the method of obtained
btained accurate experimental values for
"“ cut and try,"
he "miners'
‘“ miners’ inch"
inch” (which was the comtry,” until a line of standard pat- the
terns
non unit of water measurement in the
terns could be worked out for quantity pro- mon
duction,
nines and still is prominent in old deeds
duction, each well adapted to meet various mines
conditions
of
speed,
head,
and
capacity.
and
4d litigation) from various "“ Modules "”
zonditions
In all of these various tests and experi- inn practical use, and that he measured the
ments
lischarge from conical nozzles under high
ments on turbines, orifices, etc., at the discharge
head
Holyoke
flume,
the
discharge
has
been
lead in the course of his tests of the effiHolyoke
measured
measured by a weir set up in strict accord- ciency
iency of the Pelton type of water wheel,
ance
vhich latter seem to have been the earliest
ance with Mr. J. B. Francis'
Francis’ rules and which
tests
computed
ests on record for proving the remarkzomputed by his formula.
The maximum head available is 17 ft. ably
bly high efficiency that could be obtained
with
and
the
maximum
discharge
for
accurate
vith what, then, was a crude type, but has
and
since
measurement
about
225
cu.
ft.
per
sec.
ince been refined into the most useful
measurement
water
of
occasionally
overcrowding
its
Because
vater wheel yet devised for extremely
Because
capacity in order to test a larger turbine high
igh heads.
Also, Mr. Smith records a few experithan
that
for
which
the
flume
was
dethan
signed, there has been some question as to ments
nents upon the flow of quicksilver through
an
whether
at
these
higher
discharges
their
in orifice about one-quarter inch in diwhether
ameter,
weir
measurement
is
accurate
within
1
or
weir
wmeter, with full contraction, under two
heads
22 per cent; nevertheless these experiments eads of 3.16 ft. and 1.76 ft., respectively,
with
vhich gave a coefficient of 0.602, which is
with large quantities were particularly which
of
useful
aseful in spite of this possible lack of ex- )f special interest in the agreement found
‘or coefficient of efflux of water.
treme
treme precision. Moreover, there was no for
His researches into the laws of flowing
other place at the time where tests of
water
vater were the scientific recreations of a
this
this kind could be made with such large
man
quantities.
nan of broad experience in the hydraulic
quantities.
arts
rts as applied to mining. Where he found
EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTS OF HAMILTON SMITH, JR. ay gap in a line of data he sometimes undertook
ook to fill this by experiments of his own.
A place among American experimenters I met him in London in 1889, while he was
“met
in hydraulics also should be given to Ham- largely occupied with great mining probargely
ilton
ton Smith, Jr. His laboratory was a lems
ems in South Africa, but found him still
mobile
mobile institution located chiefly in Cali- interested
nterested in hydraulic
hvdraulic science.
fornia,
fornia, at whatever locality he was called
to
fo by his profession of civil and mining
HERSCHEL'S
HERSCHEL’S EXPERIMENTS
engineering. His large treatise on hydrauIn a book of 127 pages published in 1897,
lics
'ics published in 1886, a quarto volume of
Clemens
nearly
slemens Herschel, inventor of the Venturi
nearly 400 pages, was a labor of love, writwater
ten
vater meter and founder of the Holyoke
ten in his mature years, and is a painstesting
taking,
esting flume, set forth important new
taking, critical review of all dependable
data
experiments
lata upon the friction loss in riveted steel
axperiments that he could find recorded
upon
onduit pipes.
upon flow in pipes and upon discharge conduit
The history of events leading to these
through orifices and nozzles and over
weirs.
sxperiments presents a remarkable illusweirs. Among his experiments, of chief experiments
interest are those upon the relations of tration
ration of the
the great and wasteful cost of
pipe velocities to loss of head, as found in inaccurate
naccurate or incomplete data which, as
the
Mr. Herschel remarks, could have been
the early practice in the hydraulic mines Mr.
of
aved by experiment in aa hydraulic labof California,
California. where thin riveted sheet- saved

EXPERIMENTS BY SMITH, HERSCHEL, AND GILBERT
oratory,
oratory, or "observatory,"
‘ observatory,” as he names
it. A steel conduit guaranteed to
to carry
50,000,000 gallons per day for the domestic
tic water supply of Newark and adjacent
municipalities
municipalities had been designed upon the
supposition that a large riveted steel pipe,
made
made slightly rough on the inside by the
projecting
projecting edges of pipe (alternating large
and
and small courses of steel plate about 5/16
in.
in. thick)
thick). and by hemispherical rivet
heads projecting about %
34 in., and the
whole
whole coated with asphalt, would present
substantwlly
substantially the same coefficient of friction
tion as
as new
new cast-iron
cast-iron pipe,
pipe, and the further
supposition
that
this
coating of prepared
supposition
Trinidad
asphalt
would
prevent any large
Trinidad
increase of friction loss as the pipe aged.
Both of these suppositions were sadly in
error, although apparently justified by the
previous
previous experiments of Hamilton Smith,
Jr.,
Jr., on thinner pipe with 3maller
smaller rivets
and
and more smoothly coated, and justified,
also,
also, by measurements reported to have
been
been made carefully of the discharge and
loss
loss of head in a new steel-plate water
main
main 36 in. in diameter supplying the city
of
of Rochester, N. Y. A second pipe had to
be
be built beside the first, in order to fulfill
the
the guaranty of 50,000,000 gallons daily.
Mr. Herschel gives, with great care and
detail,
Jetail, the losses of head actually found in
the
the two East Jersey conduits, 48 in. and
42
42 in. in diameter, after several years of
tuberculation,
tuberculation, and his series presents the
best
oest data extant upon the loss of head in
pipes
pipes of that kind. The appendices of
Herschel’s book contain some admirMr. Herschel's
able notes on the early development of
hydraulic
hydraulic science.
GILBERT'S
GILBERT'S EXPERIMENTS ON TRANSPORTATION OF GRAVEL, ETC.

In 1907-1908, the United States Geological
logical Survey provided the funds and the
assistants
temporary hyassistants for building a temporary
draulic
laboratory
on
the
grounds
of the
draulic
University
of
California
for
experiments
University
designed
designed to discover the laws of transportation
portation of materials, such as stones,
sand, and silt, down river channels. These
laboratory studies are described in Professional Paper No. 86, U. S. Geological
Survey,
survey, by Grove Karl Gilbert.
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For more than a century the textbooks
textbooks
had
had been repeating the results of Dubuat's
Dubuat’s
observations
ybservations upon the velocity with which
grains
srains of sand and small stones were
transported
small, smooth, plank
ransported down small,
troughs,
only
about
18 in. wide by less
troughs,
than
one
foot
deep,
without
giving proper
proper
han
notice
to
the
extremely
limited
range
of
10tice
those
hose experiments, and without emphasis
upon
ipon the vastly different conditions presented
sented by Dubuat's
Dubuat’s smooth plank walls
and
irregular bed of a natural
and the rough.
rough.irregular
stream.
stream.
The field studies of river channels, etc.,
ete.
to
:0 which these researches by Gilbert pertained,
a later Profesrained, are described in a
sional
sional Paper of the U. S. Geological Survey,
rey, No. 105, under the title "Hydraulic
¢“ Hydraulic
Mining
Mining Debris in the Sierra Nevada."
Nevada.”
Dr. Gilbert long had been one of the
most
nost distinguished among American geologists,
gists, and after many years of observation
ion of nature's
nature’s processes of earth erosion
and
delta
building, was now particularly
nd
desirous
of
aiding the California River
lesirous
Debris
Debris Commission in its attempts to improve
rove conditions in certain California
rivers
‘ivers that had become badly obstructed
by
»y material brought down by floods from
the
he debris of hydraulic mining.
These researches, although incomplete,
present
sresent as far as they go the best laboratory
ory study of traction of sand and gravel
by
yy running water yet published, but the
data
lata derived from them seem to have been
buried
yuried beyond the reach of most practical
men
nen by the 260 pages of careful language
in
n which the r.esearches
researches are described.
Moreover,
Moreover, these experiments stopped far
short
short of covering this field.
Dr. Gilbert became ill before the research
search had been carried so far as he desired.
sired. IIT am told by one of his former
associates
issociates that he wrote much of the text
and
wd directed the computations of this re~
report
ort a few hours at a time as strength
permitted
ermitted during a partial recovery of
health,
iealth, but he did not live to give the research
search the completeness that he desired.
Dr. Gilbert noted in the beginning the
distinctions
listinctions between flume traction and
stream
stream traction, and stated that little was
previously
oreviously known of the quantitative laws
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of
of stream traction. He sought to determine the laws of capacity of streams for
transportation
transportation of gravels, with variations
of slope, depth, and width of current, using
sands and gravels of representative quality and varying degrees of fineness, taken
from
from typical California river beds.
His apparatus consisted of wooden
troughs,
troughs, one about 2 ft. wide by 30 ft. long,
with
with depths of from 1.0 to 1.8 ft.; a second
15
15 ft. long, and a third 14 ft. long; each
for a particular purpose. One had a sheet
of plate glass inserted in its side, the first
example, so far as the writer knows, of
the
the glass-wall flume, which has since become such an extremely fruitful apparatus
in European laboratories. He used stream
beds of various degrees of roughness,
formed by pebbles of various sizes embedded
bedded in cement.
He began with a review of researches in
these
these fields that has been·made
been'made in England,
France,
and
Germany,
and proceeded
France,
with
an
analysis
of
his
own
experiments
with
in much greater
greater detail.
Dr. Gilbert noted five principal modes
of transportation
transportation::
1 Simple sliding
2 Simple rolling
3 Jumping, or "Saltation,"
* Saltation,” as he
calls it
4 Suspension
5 Collective movement in sand waves,
or submerged dunes, under a
great variety of controlled conditions.
ditions.
He classified these methods of transportation
portation primarily into four groups:
1 Stream suspension
2 Flume suspension
3 Stream traction
4 Flume traction,
noting
noting that transportation in flumes with
smooth and rigid walls and beds was radically different from that in natural rivers
with
with an earth bed typically plastic.
He experimented, first, with particles
separated by sieves to uniform sizes; and,
second, with mixed material containing
various
various sizes. He studied the motion of
particles and of masses traveling in the
form
form of sand waves and also noted the

effect of the rhythmic motion of the water.
We cannot attempt, here, to summarize
this book of 260 closely printed pages in
which he describes these experiments.
By the completeness of his analysis, he
seems to have iaid an excellent foundation
for future research in many of the problems of river hydraulics, such as are concerned with erosion, transportation of
sediments, and the formation of sandbars.
RESEARCHES
RESEARCHES OF THE MIAMI CONSERVANCY
BOARD

On March 23-25, 1913, what probably
vas the largest concentrated rainfall in
was
the
he middle United States within more than
a1 century occurred over the valley of the
Miami
liami River in the state of Ohio, upstream
tream from the populous industrial cities
of
f Dayton and Hamilton. Along the path
of
f the storm center, for a width of from
ten
en to fifteen miles, the total rainfall in
these
hese three days was about eleven inches
in
n depth, and over the entire drainage area
of
bf about 2600 square miles above Dayton
the
he average depth was about nine inches.
This
Chis resulted in a run-off, which at its
peak
seak reached about 100 cubic feet per second
nd per square mile and a flood volume
near
rear Dayton of 250,000 cu. ft. per sec. This
flooded
looded city streets to a depth of from 5 to
10
0 ft.,
ft., caused
caused the
the loss
loss of
of 360
360 lives
lives and
and aa
direct
lirect property loss estimated at $67,000,000,
100, or, with indirect losses added, a total
flood
lood loss of about $100,000,000.
These cities were fortunate in possessing
ng certain captains of industry of uncommon
non breadth of vision and executive
force,
‘orce, foremost among whom was E. A.
Deeds,
Jdeeds, Mem. A.S.M.E., who led the citizens
ens to establish a Conservancy Board,
which
vhich selected an engineering corps of
exceptional
xceptional ability for a thorough study
of
1 the various problems of preventing
damage
lamage from future floods. In due course
many
nany technical investigations were made
and
.nd protective works were laid out on a
grand
rrand scale. The execution of these works
cost
ost about $30,000,000. They comprised
both
yoth the construction of great flood-detention
ion reservoirs and the improvement of
river
"iver channels.

RESEARCHES OF MIAMI CONSERVANCY BOARD
As the works neared completion, the
engineering corps under its chief, Mr.
Arthur P. Morgan, and with the support
of members of the Conservancy Board,
who desired to make its costly researches
of the broadest possible use to other communities, prepared for publication reports
describing many of these researches. This
series of technical reports comprises ten
volumes and one atlas of drawings, convolumes
taining
taining in all more than 2300 printed
pages,
pages, and makes one of the most comprehensive
hensive treatises upon protection against
floods and the control of flood flows that
floods
has
has ever been published.
In brief, these studies comprised:
1 A record of study of this particular flood.
2 An extended· historical and analytical study
of storm rainfall in the Eastern United States,
comprising intimate records and maps of all great
storms and floods of which record could be found.
3 Studies of the discharge capacity of natural
flood channels, with a careful analytical review of
all data that could be found the world over for the
calculation of discharge of water in open channels.
4 The possibilities of detention reservoirs of
great capacity, that ordinarily would be empty so
their beds could remain useful for agriculture save
in the case of one of those rare and unusual floods,
at which time their outlets of predetermined capacity constantly kept wide open would discharge
the flood waters only at such restricted rate as
could safely be carried by the improved river
channels.
5 Means of dissipating the energy of the flood
escaping from these reservoirs through the sluiceways at great velocity and of promptly lessening
this velocity of efflux to such extent that it could
be carried by channels in earth without eroding
their beds.
6 Reports on contract forms, methods of accounting and cost keeping, and construction plant
methods and costs.

I have long had an intimate personal
acquaintance with most of the engineers
who
who took part in these various Miami researches and visited the site of the works
while
while under construction and again after
completion, and take pleasure in here calling attention to the preparation and publication of these volumes for the use of
other engineers as one of the most creditable efforts of the kind of which there is
record.
record.
Particular attention was paid to the
phenomena
phenomena and theory of the "hydraulic
‘ hydraulic
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jump"
jump” previously described by
by. Bidone,
Unwin,
Unwin, Kennison, Ferriday, and Gibson.
A temporary hydraulic laboratory was
built
»uilt for the studies last named, in which,
by
1y means of models of reduced size, it was
sought
sought to
to determine
determine the
the best
best and
and most
most
economical
form
of
structure
for
conomical form of structure for promptly
promptly
dissipating
issipating the energy in a flood discharge
of
?f 10,000
10,000 cu.
cu. ft.
ft. per
per sec.
sec. issuing
issuing with
with aa
velocity
’elocity of about 55 ft. per sec., which was
to
"0 be
be the
the designed
designed capacity
capacity of
of the
the sluicesluiceways
#ays at
at the
the Germantown
Germantown detention
detention dam.
dam.
These
hese researches
researches were
were entrusted
entrusted to
to ProProfessor
‘essor Woodward, of the University of
Iowa,
[owa, one of the most skilful of American
hydraulicians.
ydraulicians.
The models were built on a scale of 1/16
of
)f the linear dimensions of the sluiceways;
thus
passageways in the
hus the area and passageways
model
nodel were as 1 to 256 and the relative
discharge
lischarge was 1/1024 part of that provided
ided for in the final structure. According
to
0 the laws of hydraulic similitude the
velocity
·¼ of that
relocity in the model was to be
be1of
in
the
final
structure,
and
the
apparatus
n
was
vas thus designed for a maximum discharge
‘harge of about 9.8 cu. ft. per sec. with
a} velocity of 13.75 ft. per sec.
At first, dissipation of energy in fluid
friction
riction within eddies was induced in a
divergent
livergent channel, the floor of which was
obstructed
yostructed by baffle blocks of various
shapes,
shapes, also by weirs and by various other
devices;
levices; but soon attention was directed
to
0 the hydraulic jump as the most efficient
means
neans of dissipating energy that could be
found.
ound. Experiments next had for their
chief
hief object the shaping of the floor and
the
he side walls of aa discharge chamber so
as
18 to make certain that this jump would
occur
ecur at the desired position and that at a
very
ery short distance from the jump the discharge
harge should be well distributed with a
velocity
relocity so low that it would preclude danger
yer of eroding the river bed composed of
earth.
arth. Had the engineers in charge of
building
yuilding the Wilson Dam at Muscle Shoals,
Alabama,
Alabama, heeded the results of these researches,
searches, the deep erosion below the limits
of the concrete apron and costly repairs
necessitated
necessitated thereby, could have been
avoided.
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In
In the
the several
several detention
detention reservoirs
reservoirs built
built
by
the
Miami
Conservancy
Board, the savoy
ing
ing in the cost of the final structure evithe cost
dently paid many times over for the
of
of this
this temporary
temporary laboratory
laboratory and
and the
the sevseveral
eral months
months of
of expert
expert research.
research.
One
One who
who reads
reads the
the technical
technical portions
portions of
of
these
hese reports prepared by Professor
Woodward
Woodward will
will find
find ample
ample illustration
illustration of
of
the
‘he statement
statement made
made on
on aa preceding
preceding page
page
that
that one
one gifted
gifted in
in powers
powers of
of mathematical
mathematical
can
find
ample
scope
analysis
analysis can find ample scope for
for employemploying
these
gifts
in
working
out
ing these gifts in working out the
the probproblems
lems of
of the
the hydraulic
hydraulic laboratory.
laboratory.
EXPERIMENTS
[EXPERIMENTS BY JOHN R. FREEMAN

The
The writer has set up in years long past
two
two or three hydraulic laboratories in
which
which elaborate hydraulic researches have
been made. In 1888, on the premises of
the
the Washington Mills at Lawrence, Mass.,
aa long series of experiments was made
upon
upon the flow of water in ordinary fire
hose
nose of ordinary size and various qualities
of
of smoothness of interior surface. Practical
tical conditions were reproduced in great
variety,
variety, and with such great care and precision
cision of measurement that the work will
not
not need to be done over again while present
ent methods of fire-fighting with hydrants,
pumpers,
pumpers, hose,
hose, and
and nozzles
nozzles continue
continue in
in use.
use.
Experiments were made upon the discharge
charge of nozzles and the heights of jets
under
under pressures up to 130 lb. per sq. in.,
also with nozzles of many forms from ¾
2
in.
in. up to 2 in. diameter, and with careful
measurement of their vertical and horizontal effective range.
The pressures were accurately measured
sured by mercury gages to within 0.01 lb.
Ib.
per
per sq. in., and discharges were measured
in
in a tank to within about 0.1 per cent.
These
These experiments are described in the
Transactions
Transactions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers for 1889, in a paper which
received
received the Society's
Society’s annual Gold Medal.
In the following year a second series of
precise
precise experiments was reported to the
American
American Society of Civil Engineers in
a paper on "The
“The Nozzle as an Accurate
Water
which received another
Water Meter,"
Meter,” which
Gold
Gold Medal.

The writer's
writer’s next laboratory was also
aa temporary collection of apparatus built
in
1 1893 on the premises of the Indian Head
Mills
Mills in Nashua, N. H., and furnished with
water
vater from
from the municipal supply.
Here, an elaborate series of experiments
was
vas made upon loss of head in each commercial
mercial size of ordinary wrought-iron
pipes,
»ipes, from ¼
1 in. to 8 in. in diameter;
also
ilso in new seamless brass pipes from ½
%
1.10
diameter;and
in.
to 4 in. in diameter;
and in many sorts
of
f commercial pipe fittings, elbows, bends,
ind tees, of various radii of curvature.
and
Both new pipe and old corroded pipe were
Both
experimented
xxperimented upon and the precise quality
of
f surface of each piece noted with great
care.
‘are.
The widest range possible in roughness
of
f surface was provided in order to determine
nine the laws by which this factor influenced
meed the friction loss at various velociNew seamless drawn brass pipe
ties.
ies. New
served
‘erved for experiments with smooth surface,
ace, while for extremely rough surface
there
here was used 8-in. pipe lined with expanded-metal
»anded-metal lath. Heads and discharges
were
vere measured with extreme precision.
Other demands on the writer's time
have
1ave delayed completion of the reduction
of
f data to usable form, but it is now expected
rected it will be completed and results
sublished in the near future.
published
HYDRAULIC RESEARCHES BY THE UNITED
HYDRAULIC
STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND OTHERS

Several noteworthy publications have
been
een made by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture
Agriculture for the benefit of irrigation
engineers
:ngineers and others, which comprise a
brief
rief resume
résumé of the previous formulas and
many
nany excellent new data.
The first is Bulletin No. 194, U. S. Department
»artment of Agriculture, May, 1915, "The
¢“ The
Flow
flow of Water in Irrigation Channels,"
Channels,” by
Fred
fred C. Scobey. The Chezy
Chézy and the Kutter
‘ormulas were used as the framework on
formulas
which
vhich to arrange new data, and measurements
nents were made of slope and discharge
in
n a wide range of existing irrigation
flumes
flumes and ditches, as found in use in the
states
states of Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
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Oregon, Montana, California, Texas, and
Louisiana, ranging in discharge capacity
from less than 1.0 cu. ft. per sec. to more
than 2600 cu. ft. per sec., with channel
walls
walls and beds of wood, concrete, earth,
rubble
rubble masonry, cobblestones, and combinations. Velocities were found up to 10 ft.
per
per sec.
sec.
The values of C and n» in the Chezy
Chézy and
the
the Kutter formulas were determined for
260 different channels, nearly all artificial,
artificial,
and
use.
and most
most of
of them
them as
as found
found in
in practical
practical use.
Since the methods and instruments and
skill of the observer and the variety of
specimens were those of the laboratory
practice, it does little violence to the term
to call these laboratory experiments.
I judge from the records that as a whole
this was the most valuable piece of work
of this kind that has ever been carried out
oul
up
present time.
up to
to the present
It is interesting to compare this modest
and condensed pamphlet of 68 pages and
its wealth of original observations with
some
some of
of the
the more
more ponderous
ponderous tomes
tomes on
on
hydraulics and their small amount of original
inal data.
Another similar publication by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture of exceptional
interest and value to hydraulic engineers
and prepared by the same engineer, Fred
C. Scobey, is its Bulletin No. 376, Nov. 25,
1916, on the
the "Flow
“ Flow of Water in Wood
Stave Pipe."
Pipe.”
This type of pipe, composed .of plank
from
from 1.5 to 2.5 in. thick in the form of
staves with edges carefully planed true
and straight, bound around with iron rods
proportioned
proportioned to the head, and set up
tightly
tightly with clamps, nuts, and screw
been used on a bold
bold scale up
threads,
threads, has been
to
to large sizes, high pressures, and high
velocities,
velocities, in the Western United States
during the past 30 years, and in some localities where lumber is cheap it presents
great advantage in low first cost and facilfacility
ity of erection.
Mr. Scobey calls particular attention to
one good quality as compared with iron,
namely, that it suffers no serious loss of
carrying capacity through tubercles of
rust, and that it will continue indefinitely
to carry, for the same diameter, about
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15
15 per cent more water than a new riveted
steel
steel pipe or a cast-iron pipe 10 years old.
This bulletin contains careful tests of
discharge
discharge and friction loss or slope on
about
about 50 different pipes in service in a
great
great variety of sizes and conditions, from
0.105
0.105 to 13.5 ft. in diameter, and computes
for
‘or each the value of the coefficient C in
the
che Chezy
Chézy formula, also the value of the
Kutter
Kutter coefficient of roughness n,
nn, and
makes
comparison
of
the
results
actually
nakes
found
found by experiments with those by several
aral formulas in common use.
Mr. Scobey also discusses the formulas
in
in common use for computing discharge
or loss of head in pipes, and finally proposes a new formula of exponential
exponential form
form
for
the
factors
of
both
head
and diameter
for
for
for wood-stave pipe, namely,
V
V =1.62Do.s5
=1.621)0-65Ho.m
[0.555 _

Still another of these useful contributions
ions to hydraulics of the U. S. Department
nent of Agriculture is Bulletin No. 832,
on"
a “ The Flow of Water in Dredged Drainage
age Ditches,"
Ditches,” by C. E. Ramser, Senior
Drainage
Drainage Engineer. This gives the results
of
discharge and
of many measurements of discharge
loss
loss of head in irrigation ditches as found
in
n use
use in
in the
the states
states of
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, TennesTennessee,
see, Iowa,
Jowa, Florida, and North Carolina.
These experiments are of special interThese
est
ast in showing the retardation or additional
tional loss caused by the presence of waterweeds;
weeds; and conditions of bed are described
with much care.
with
The Flow of
Bulletin No. 854, on "“The
Water
in
Drain
Tile,"
by
D.
L. Yarnall,
Water
Tile,”
Senior
Drainage
Engineer,
and
Professor
Senior
S.
H.
Woodward,
of
the
University
of
S.
Iowa,
is
another
collection
of
original
data
[owa,
with
with a great variety of diameters, velocities,
ties, and slopes, covering each ordinary
commercial
commercial size from 4 to 12 in. pipe, all
made
made with much care and skill.
The difference in loss of head between
well
well laid and poorly laid tile was carefully
experimented upon, and data were obtained
on coefficients of flow for tile partained on
tially
filled.
Computations of the new data
tially
with
the
older
formula are given.
with
Studies of a similar character are reported in Bulletin No. 194, January, 1914,
Colorado Agricultural College Experiment
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Station,
Station, in cooperation with the U. S. Department
partment of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, under
under the
the title
title
"Frictional
“Frictional Resistance in Artificial Waterways,"
ways,” by Cone, Trimble, and Jones. This
bulletin
bulletin reports
reports an
an extensive
extensive series
series of
of
observations
and
experiments
on
the
flow
observations and experiments on the flow
of
of water
water in
in semi-cylindrical
semi-cylindrical metal
metal flumes
flumes
of
from
5
to
9
ft.
horizontal
of from 5 to 9 ft. horizontal diameter,
diameter,
straight
with observations
straight and
and curved,
curved, with
observations
the
loss
of
head
also
upon
also upon the loss of head in
in timber
timber flumes,
flumes,
concrete
concrete flumes, and channels of earth,
made
purpose of
made for
for the
the purpose
of obtaining
obtaining accuaccurate
data
on
the
values
of
n# and C in the
rate
Kutter
Kutter and Chezy
Chézy empirical formulas. The
observations
observations appear to have been made
with
with skill
skill and
and care.
care. Discharge
Discharge was
was meameasured
by
current
meter,
and
slope
presured by current meter, and slope by
by predistribution
cise
levels.
Observations
on
cise levels. Observations on distribution
of
of velocity
velocity throughout
throughout the
the cross
cross section
section
for
the
purpose
of
learning the
were
made
were

margin
margin of error and coefficient to be used
in
‘n measurements of velocity at proportional
‘tional points.
Taken as a whole, these many careful
determinations
Jleterminations on a great number of
flumes
Jumes in use, including a great range of
depth,
Ilepth, velocity, and quality of surface,
constitute
-onstitute an extremely valuable contribution
ion to hydraulic data, and would seem to
meet
meet all requirements of the irrigation
engineer
:ngineer or others using conduits of these
several
several kinds for many years to come.
Extensive experiments on the loss of
head
nead in valves and pipes of from 0.5 to
12
L2 in. in diameter were made, in 1922, by
Prof.
Prof. Charles Ives Corp, assisted by Roland
0.
0. Ruble. These are described, with results
obtained, in the Bulletin of the University
of Wisconsin, Engineering Series, Vol. IX,
No. 1.

Conclusion
Much more could be written upon all
of these topics. Space is not here available
for
have
for giving due credit to some who have
been
mentioned
by
name
and
to
others
not
oeen
mentioned
mentioned at all.
After trying to make it clear that while
the
the hydraulic arts are old, hydraulic science is still very young and still in the
making,
making, the writer has tried to show that
whenever
whenever real progress has been awakened in the centuries past, it has come
chiefly from laboratory experiment, supplemented
plemented and confirmed by observations

under
inder laboratory methods upon full-sized
specimens
specimens in the field.
Also, the writer has tried to make plain
his
his strong belief that one of the most useful
reful pieces of apparatus for hydraulic research,
search, particularly in river and harbor
problems,
oroblems, is the small-scale model used
in
m connection with observations made
directly
directly upon the river or harbor under
discussion,
discussion, and that among the theories in
which
which engineering students should be most
carefully grounded are those of hydraulic
similitude.
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